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Abstract

Network lifetime is an important performance metric in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Transmission Power Control (TPC) is a well-established method to minimise energy consumption in transmission in order to extend node lifetime and, consequently, lead to solutions that help extend network lifetime. The accurate lifetime estimation of sensor nodes is useful for routing to make more energy-efficient decisions and prolong lifetime. This research proposes an Energy-Efficient TPC (EETPC) mechanism using the measured Received Signal Strength (RSS) to calculate the ideal transmission power. This includes the investigation of the impact factors on RSS, such as distance, height above ground, multipath environment, the capability of node, noise and interference, and temperature. Furthermore, a Dynamic Node Lifetime Estimation (DNLE) technique for WSNs is also presented, including the impact factors on node lifetime, such as battery type, model, brand, self-discharge, discharge rate, age, charge cycles, and temperature. In addition, an Energy-Efficient and Lifetime Aware Routing (EELAR) algorithm is designed and developed for prolonging network lifetime in multihop WSNs. The proposed routing algorithm includes transmission power and lifetime metrics for path selection in addition to the Expected Transmission Count (ETX) metric.

Both simulation and real hardware testbed experiments are used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed schemes. The simulation experiments run on the AVRORA simulator for two hardware platforms: Mica2 and MicaZ. The testbed experiments run on two real hardware platforms: the N740 NanoSensor and Mica2. The corresponding implementations are on two operating systems: Contiki and TinyOS. The proposed TPC mechanism covers those investigated factors and gives an overall performance better than the existing techniques, i.e. it gives lower packet loss and power consumption rates, while delays do not significantly increase. It can be applied for single-hop with multihoming and multihop networks. Using the DNLE technique, node lifetime can be predicted more accurately, which can be applied for both static and dynamic loads. EELAR gives the best performance on packet loss rate, average node lifetime and network lifetime compared to the other algorithms and no significant difference is found between each algorithm with the packet delay.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, the motivation of this research is introduced. Later, it explains the objectives of this research including all contributions.

1.1 Motivation

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists of a large number of sensor nodes. Each node is a tiny computing device which is made up of four basic components: a sensing unit, processing unit, transceiver unit and power unit as shown in Figure 1.1 [14, 34]. The sensing unit is composed of sensors and Analogue-to-Digital Converters (ADCs), which are used to collect and disseminate environment data. The processing unit comprises of an 8/16 bit microprocessor and small memory storage used to store temporary data during processing. Commercially, each node typically has between 2 and 512 kilobytes of RAM [31, 57]. The transceiver unit is used for sending and receiving data through a wireless channel. All these units are powered by batteries within the power unit.

Figure 1.1: Sensor Node Components
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

For potential large scale networks, sensor nodes are required to be small, low cost and ultimately expendable. Furthermore, due to power limitations, it is necessary for each node to consume as little power as possible in order to extend the lifetime of an individual sensor node and also that of the network. Node lifetime is the time period for which a node can receive, transmit or forward data to others. Therefore, lifetime and energy consumption are important issues in WSNs. With an accurate lifetime estimation, routing algorithms are able to make intelligent decisions that can help conserve energy and prolong the node lifetime.

The energy consumption of the communication unit is much more than that of other units [14, 34, 57]. As a result, trying to reduce the communication energy consumption is a challenging topic in WSNs for prolonging the node lifetime. One of the methods is to minimise the power needed for transmission by using the Transmission Power Control (TPC) technique. The TPC module is normally employed in the MAC/PHY layer; however, it may need support from other processes for effectiveness. For example, the discovery process may provide useful information, such as neighbour nodes with some power saving parameters.

In multihop wireless sensor routing protocols, the most commonly used metric for path selection is the Expected Transmission Count (ETX). The path with the lowest ETX is the best path, which will be selected for forwarding data. However, the transmission (Tx) power and lifetime should be taken as metrics for path selection. In order to balance the network lifetime, a node should forward data to the highest lifetime path. Moreover, a node with the lowest lifetime should select a good quality link between itself and the next hop node in order to reduce energy wastage due to packet loss and avoid retransmissions. Furthermore, a node should select a next hop node that it can send data to with the minimum Tx power in order to prolong its lifetime.

For this reason, it is challenging to have an efficient TPC algorithm that has support from the discovery process, the accurate node lifetime estimation, and the energy-efficient and lifetime aware routing algorithm for lifetime increasing and balancing among the nodes in sensor networks. This motivates this work to study these subjects and generate original contributions in these areas.

1.2 Research Objectives

The main aim of this thesis is to improve the routing algorithm for WSNs in terms of energy efficiency and node lifetime balancing in the network. The specific research objectives associated with achieving the research aim are as follows:

- Research the existing TPC techniques, lifetime estimation models, and en-
ergy or lifetime aware routing algorithms to obtain a better understanding of these topics.

- Propose and design a new TPC mechanism based on RSS in order to reduce the power required for transmission, including the investigation of the impact factors on RSS.

- Propose and design a new lifetime estimation method to improve the accuracy of the lifetime estimation, including the investigation of the impact factors on node lifetime.

- Propose and design a new routing algorithm to increase both node and network lifetime.

- Implement the proposed methods on real sensor platforms to ensure that they are implementable in real WSNs.

- Use both simulator and real hardware motes to evaluate the performance of the proposed techniques and compare with the other approaches.

1.3 Original Contributions

The contributions of this research are listed as follows:

- Investigation of the impact factors on Receive Signal Strength (RSS)

This research investigates the impact factors on RSS, such as distance, height above ground, multipath environment, the capability of the node, temperature and interference noise. RSS estimation for any temperatures is proposed to explain the effect of this impact factor.

- Energy-Efficient Transmission Power Control (EETPC) mechanism

This research proposes a new mechanism for finding the ideal transmission power in order to reduce the energy consumption and extend node lifetime. This method can be applied for single-hop, multihoming and multihop WSNs. The proposed method includes the implementation on real hardware and software platforms in WSNs. Moreover, the discovery algorithms for supporting the transmission power control technique are presented. These algorithms are a simple Neighbour Discovery (ND) for asymmetric links and a subset of RPL (Routing Protocol for Low-power and lossy networks).

- Investigation of the impact factors on node lifetime
This research investigates the impact factors on node lifetime, such as battery type, brand and model, self-discharge, charging rate, age, charging cycles and temperature. Lifetime equations for any starting voltage, ageing, charge cycles and temperatures are proposed to explain the effect of the impact factors.

- **Dynamic Node Lifetime Estimation (DNLE) mechanism**

This research proposes a dynamic node lifetime estimation mechanism for estimating the running time of sensor nodes which covers the investigated factors. It includes the implementation technique on real hardware and software platforms with different commercial batteries.

- **Energy-Efficient and Lifetime Aware Routing (EELAR) algorithm**

This research proposes a new energy-efficient and lifetime aware algorithm for path selection in order to maximise node and network lifetime in WSNs. This algorithm can be embedded into the existing WSN routing protocols: CTP (Collection Tree Protocol) and RPL (Routing Protocol for Low-power and lossy networks).

### 1.4 Structure of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows:

- Chapter 2 gives the overview of WSNs and their topologies including their differences from other wireless paradigms, sensor node platform and operating systems, the basic concept of neighbour discovery and routing protocol, WSN simulators, wireless sensor batteries, and node and network lifetime. Then, integrating IP in WSNs is described as well as energy consumption and energy aware techniques. Finally, the concept of wireless communication and some terms are described.

- Chapter 3 introduces the basic concept of transmission power control technique and the current transmission power control algorithms are explored.

- Chapter 4 explains the basic concept of node lifetime and the current lifetime estimation techniques are presented.

- In Chapter 5, the concept of network lifetime is discussed and lifetime aware routing techniques are explored.

- Chapter 6 presents the proposed equation and mechanism for finding the ideal transmission power. The feasibility of the proposed scheme is validated by both real hardware testbed and simulation experiments using performance metrics, such as delay, energy consumption and packet loss rate with different scenarios.
1.4. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

In Chapter 7, the proposed node lifetime estimation technique is presented. Testbed experiments are designed and implemented to verify the proposed technique.

For Chapter 8, the new energy-efficient and lifetime aware algorithm is proposed for path selection in routing layer. The path selection algorithm is designed and implemented on CTP and RPL. The feasibility of the proposed scheme is validated by both real hardware testbed and simulation experiments using performance metrics, such as average node lifetime, network lifetime, packet loss and packet delay with different scenarios.

Finally, Chapter 9 summarises the whole thesis, and proposes some areas for further study.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

An overview of WSNs is explained in this chapter. This includes WSN topologies and the differences between WSNs and Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANETs). Then, popular sensor node platforms, operating systems, and WSN simulators are discussed. Later, the basic concepts of neighbour discovery and routing protocols are explained. Wireless sensor batteries as well as node and network lifetime concepts are described. Then, integrating IP in WSNs is also described. Finally, the concept of energy consumption, energy aware techniques, and wireless communication and some terms are explained.

2.2 An Overview of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)

A WSN typically consists of two device types [124]. The first type is sensor nodes, also known as motes. The second is the base station, or gateway, or sink, which collects all data from the sensor nodes and stores it for later use. Each sensor node performs the main tasks, such as event detection, local processing and reporting to the base station. Some sensor nodes may fail due to a lack of power, or have physical damage or environmental interference. The failure of sensor nodes should not affect the overall task of the sensor network. Therefore, it is necessary to use a lot of nodes to obtain a reliable system. Two common topologies in WSNs are star and mesh. For a star topology or single-hop WSN, all sensor nodes can communicate with the base station directly as shown in Figure 2.1. This topology is simple and does not require a routing protocol or extra overhead in the messages. However, this network has a limited coverage area which restricts applications to follow the range of radio communication.
The mesh topology covers a wide area by forming a multihop network. If the nodes are not within the transmission range of the base station, their messages have to be forwarded by other nodes as in Figure 2.2. The mesh topology requires an efficient and light ad hoc routing protocol. The role of relay nodes is very important, particularly the neighbours of the base stations. These nodes will consume more energy than others because they have to transmit their own data as well as forwarding data from others. In some cases, many sensor nodes may be unable to communicate with the base stations owing to the low energy of the relay nodes.

In order to design WSNs to provide some services that are needed, it is necessary to study the difference between the WSNs and other wireless networks. A WSN is similar to a Mobile wireless Ad-hoc NETwork (MANET) [26]. Both are composed of wireless devices that can dynamically self-organise to form a network without necessarily using any pre-existing infrastructure. However, there are some differences between WSN and MANET. First, a MANET is usually a distributed network, while a WSN is a centralised system. A MANET device will normally open a communication channel with other devices in the network as part of its normal functionality. On the other hand, normal traffic in a WSN is sent from
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a sensor node to the base station. Second, many sensors may generate the same
data within the phenomenon concerned. Such redundancy needs to be exploited to
improve energy and bandwidth utilisation. Third, unlike a node in a MANET, a
sensor node usually has limited battery power, computation and memory capacity,
which requires careful resource management. Finally, a MANET topology may
change rapidly and unpredictably because it is a dynamic network with devices
continuously entering and leaving the group. But in the case of WSN, all nodes
usually stay inside the network.

2.2.1 Hardware Platforms

Hardware solutions are normally based on popular microprocessor groups, such as
the MSP430 family from Texas Instruments, 8051 MCU from Intel, and the AT-
mega from Atmel semiconductor. Chipcon CC2420, the standard IEEE 802.15.4
compliant radio chips, is one of the most commonly used for the RF transceiver
[92]. The current majority of research in sensor networks is based on a series
of sensor nodes called MICA motes, developed by UC Berkeley [52]. One of the
popular motes is the Mica2 featuring a CC1000 radio and the ATMega128L. The
latest line of motes is Telos, the low power wireless sensor using the MSP430
microcontroller, Chipcon CC2420 IEEE 802.15.4 radio and a USB port for easy
programming [108]. This thesis focuses on 3 hardware platforms: Mica2, MicaZ
and N740 NanoSensor. These platforms cover 2 microprocessor groups: 8051 MCU
and ATmega, and 2 radio transceivers which are the CC1000 and CC2420.

Mica2

Mica2 [4] is the sensor product developed by Crossbow Technology Inc. Mica2
is based on the Atmel AVR ATmega128L [12] and Chipcon CC1000 [1] radio
interface. The ATmega128L is a low-power 8MHz microcontroller with 128 kB
flash memory, 4 kB RAM [4]. The ChipCon CC1000 has 3 radio states: SLEEP,
TX and RX. It allows for sending at a frequency of 900 MHz with up to 38.4 kbps
data rates and programming the transmission power from -20 to 10 dBm (this
research focuses on only 4 power levels: -15, -10, -5 and 0 dBm). Moreover, it
provides a Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) value of a received packet
by measuring the input power. The RSSI is very useful for a great deal of research
including this study. Mica2 image and the operating conditions are depicted in
Figure 2.3 and Table 2.1 [1, 4, 12].
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Figure 2.3: Mica2 Sensor Node

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2.1: Mica2 Operating Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supply voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF frequency range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit bit rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal output power in TX mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmable output power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: Radio SLEEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: Radio RX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: Radio TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: MCU active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: Power down</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MicaZ

MicaZ [5], also developed by Crossbow Technology Inc., is based on the Atmel AVR ATmega128L [12] and Chipcon CC2420 [7] radio interface. The ChipCon CC2420 allows for sending at a frequency of 2.4 GHz with up to 250 kbps data rates and programming the output power from -25 to 0 dBm. The RSSI value of a received packet is also provided by using the average of 8 symbol periods (128 µs). Furthermore, a new state, called IDLE, is introduced for radio transceiver, which is different from traditional radio like CC1000. Many MAC protocols use this state for energy saving instead of using SLEEP state since it is faster to transit from IDLE to TX or RX. An image of the MicaZ and the operating conditions are shown in Figure 2.4 and Table 2.2 [5, 7, 12].
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Figure 2.4: MicaZ Sensor Node[5]

Table 2.2: MicaZ Operating Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supply voltage</td>
<td>2.7 to 3.3 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF frequency range</td>
<td>2.400 to 2483.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit bit rate</td>
<td>250 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal output power in TX mode</td>
<td>0 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Sensitivity</td>
<td>-94 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmable output power</td>
<td>-25 to 0 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: Radio SLEEP</td>
<td>1 µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: Radio IDLE</td>
<td>20 µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: Radio RX</td>
<td>19.7 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: Radio TX, 0/-5/-10/-15 dBm</td>
<td>17.4/14/11/9.9 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: MCU active</td>
<td>8 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: Power down</td>
<td>&lt; 15 µA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N740 NanoSensor

The N740 NanoSensor [69] is a sensor product from Sensinode, the pioneer in IP-based wireless sensor networking technology. It is based on CC2430/2431 [8, 9]. The CC2430/2431 technology combines the CC2420 RF transceiver with an enhanced 8051 microcontroller. The Intel 8051 MCU architecture was designed with up to 128 kB flash memory and 8 kB of RAM. The energy consumption of this processor is based on the processor activity, which can be categorised into 3 levels: high, medium and low activities. Moreover, it provides 3 power down modes to be chosen. Furthermore, this platform includes a location engine used to estimate the position of nodes in a network. An image of the N740 NanoSensor and the operating conditions are depicted in Figure 2.5 and Table 2.3 [8, 9].
Table 2.3: CC2431 Operating Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supply voltage</td>
<td>2 to 3.6 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF frequency range</td>
<td>2400 to 2483.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmit bit rate</td>
<td>250 Kbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal output power in TX mode</td>
<td>0 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Sensitivity</td>
<td>-92 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmable output power</td>
<td>-25 to 0 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: Radio SLEEP</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: Radio IDLE</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: Radio RX</td>
<td>17.2 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: Radio TX, -0.4/-5.7/-10.5/-15.4 dBm</td>
<td>17.4/12.4/10.6/9.7 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: MCU low/medium/high activity</td>
<td>9.5/10.5/12.3 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current consumption: Power down Mode 1/2/3</td>
<td>190/0.5/0.3 μA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to estimate node locator</td>
<td>&lt; 40 μs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location range</td>
<td>64 x 64 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference node location resolution</td>
<td>0.5 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.2 Operating Systems

Traditionally, sensor nodes are usually programmed using an operating system. Several operating systems were developed for WSNs which vary from traditional operating systems in terms of goals and techniques. The concept of event driven operating systems has been implemented owing to the event driven nature of sensor network applications. Two popular event-driven operating systems, TinyOS and Contiki, are examined and used for the experiments. These operating systems support IPv6 network, called 6LoWPAN (IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Network). The details of 6LoWPAN will be described in section 2.3.2.
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TinyOS

TinyOS \[19, 35, 38\] is an open source operating system originated at UC Berkeley. It is an event-driven OS with the core requiring only 400 bytes of code and data memory. Its architecture is component-based, which can support concurrent programmes with very low memory requirements.

- **Architecture**

  TinyOS can be classified as a monolithic architecture class. It uses the component model. All components are written in the C-extension, NesC. Each component is an independent computational entity. Components have 3 computational abstractions: commands, events, and tasks. Commands and events are used for inter-component communication, while tasks are used to express intra-component concurrency. A command is a request to run a service, while the event signals the completion of that service. TinyOS has a single shared stack of both kernel space and user space.

- **Programming Model**

  Earlier versions of TinyOS did not provide any multi-threading support. This version imposed atomicity by disabling the interrupts, but it does not allow interrupts to be disabled at the user level threads due to system performance and usability issues. The latest version, TinyOS version 2.1, supports multiple threads, called TOS Threads. TOS threads use a cooperative threading method. Application level threads can preempt only other application level threads. The TinyOS scheduler is a high priority thread. The new version also provides synchronisation to support atomic operations in user level threads. The message passing technique is used for communication between the application threads and the kernel.

- **Communication protocol support**

  TinyOS provides an implementation of several MAC protocols: a single hop TDMA protocol, a TDMA/CSMA hybrid protocol which implements Z-MACs slot stealing optimisation, B-MAC, and an optional implementation of an IEEE 802.15.4 compliant MAC. There are two implementations of 6LoWPAN \[47\]: 6lowpancli and blip. TinyOS provides many multihop routing protocols including the Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) and IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low power and Lossy Networks (RPL).
Contiki

Contiki [31, 32, 35], implemented in the C language, is a well-known operating system designed for constrained devices. It is an open source lightweight multi-tasking operating system providing dynamic loading and unloading of individual programmes. It uses a protothreads programming technique which combines the benefits of event-driven and multi-threaded programming. Its kernel is event-driven, while the system support is a preemptive multi-threading library.

• Architecture

The Contiki OS follows the modular architecture. At the kernel level it follows the event driven model, but it provides optional threading facilities to individual processes. The Contiki kernel comprises of a lightweight event scheduler that dispatches events to running processes. Process execution is triggered by events dispatched by the kernel to the processes or by a polling mechanism. The polling mechanism is used to avoid race conditions. Any scheduled event will run to completion, however, event handlers can use internal mechanisms for preemption. All OS facilities, e.g. sensor data handling, communication, and device drivers are provided in the form of services. Each service has its interface and implementation. Applications using a particular service need to know the service interface.

• Programming Model

Contiki supports preemptive multi-threading. Multi-threading is implemented as a library on top of the event-driven kernel. The library can be linked with applications that require multi-threading. The Contiki multi-threading library is divided into two parts: a platform independent part and a platform specific part. The platform independent part interfaces to the event kernel and the platform specific part of the library implements stack switching and preemption primitives. Preemption is implemented using the timer interrupt and the thread state is stored on a stack. For multi-threading, Contiki uses protothreads [31, 32]. The main features of protothreads are very small memory overhead and no extra stack for a thread. No process synchronisation is provided in Contiki because events have to run until completion and Contiki does not allow interrupt handlers to post new events.

• Communication protocol support

Contiki implements three communication stacks, Rime, µIP and µIPv6 respectively. Rime is a lightweight non-IP stack at the MAC layer. Rime supports many MAC layer protocols, such as Null-MAC, SMAC, X-MAC, CX-MAC, ContikiMAC and IEEE 802.15.4. The µIP, called micro IP, is IPv4
stack that enables internet connectivity. The implementation of 6LoWPAN in Contiki is called sicslowPAN [102] which is the $\mu$IPv6 stack based on RFC4944. The $\mu$IPv6 supports Neighbour Discovery, ICMPv6, UDP and TCP. RPL implementation is also available in Contiki.

2.2.3 WSN Simulators

Simulation is a feasible approach to the quantitative analysis of sensor networks. To accurately evaluate the performance of proposed techniques, a small-scale testbed based on the Mica2 and N740 NanoSensor nodes is deployed on both single-hop and multihop scenarios. However, simulation analysis complements the experimental evaluation in large-scale static WSN scenarios or different hardware platforms (i.e. MicaZ), where a testbed implementation becomes unfeasible.

NS-2

Many studies use the NS-2 [55] simulator which can support a considerable range of protocols in all layers. However, NS-2 is designed as a general network simulator. Therefore, it does not consider some unique characteristics of WSN, such as problems of the bandwidth, power consumption or energy saving in WSN. Moreover, C++/Otcl language is used for NS-2, while another language is used in the implementation for real hardware. This means that there are two source codes, one for the simulation and another for real hardware as shown in Figure 2.6.

![Compilation Process for NS2 and Real Hardware](image-url)
TOSSIM and COOJA

A number of simulators have been developed for understanding the behaviour of WSNs. TOSSIM [65] is an event driven application-level simulator which can be used for TinyOS-based WSNs, while Cooja [80] allows for simulating the hardware details of the Contiki-based sensor nodes. The same source code for the real hardware can be used for both TOSSIM and Cooja. Nevertheless, these two simulators are operating system dependent, which means an application has to be compiled on the TinyOS environment for TOSSIM and Contiki environment for Cooja. The compilation process is illustrated in Figure 2.7.

![Compilation Process for TOSSIM/Cooja and Real Hardware](image)

AVRORA

AVORA [112], a language and operating system independent simulator, is developed by the UCLA as an open-source simulator for embedded sensing programmes. It can run actual AVR microcontroller programmes, and accurately simulate the devices and the radio communication. This simulator has an energy consumption analysis tool (AEON) [78] to simulate the energy consumption of each component on the Mica2 and MicaZ mote, including the radio and the CPU. The same executable file running on the real hardware can be run on this simulator, as shown in Figure 2.8.
2.2.4 Neighbour Discovery (ND)

With a large number of sensors, nodes are randomly placed at distributed locations over the area of interest. Normally, all nodes are not previously configured and the network structure cannot be pre-engineered. A large number of nodes should organise themselves to efficiently perform the tasks required by the application after they have been deployed. When a node is powered on, its neighbour table is empty, which means it does not have any knowledge about other installed nodes. Accordingly, each node must send wireless queries to find neighbouring nodes and establish a network topology. Thus, the first step, called neighbour discovery, is to detect the one-hop neighbours with which it can communicate directly. The ND process may be included in other protocols, such as medium-access control protocols and routing protocols and/or may provide some useful information for them. Ideally, the process of neighbour discovery should finish as soon as possible as this will usually indicate a reduced energy requirement. Moreover, it allows other processes to start more quickly. For symmetric links, a node starts sending a "Hello" packet by broadcasting. All nodes that receive that "Hello" message then add that sender node to their neighbour list. The basic ND for symmetric links is shown in Figure 2.9.

![Figure 2.9: Simple ND for Symmetric Link](image-url)
However, in real WSN, asymmetric links are very common. For example, Node A can receive messages from B but it may not be able to send any messages back to B. The asymmetric links are caused by many factors, such as transmission medium and the variations of node transmission power, especially on a network of heterogeneous sensors. Therefore, the basic discovery process for asymmetric link needs an acknowledgement of the "Hello" packet, as shown in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: Simple ND for Asymmetric Link

2.2.5 Routing in WSNs

To provide a mesh topology in WSN, an ad hoc routing protocol is needed. Since the nature of WSNs is similar to MANET, several interesting routing protocols in MANET are applied in WSN with the light version. Those protocols are based on table-driven, on-demand and hybrid protocols. The table driven protocols usually maintain the routing table of the whole network, which requires huge resources and causes a long delay in updating the internal table. On-demand protocols only establish routes in an on demand basis, which normally presents a high rate of global flooding. A large overhead can easily overwhelm network resources. Hybrid protocols combine both table driven and on-demand protocols, which means an efficient method is required for adapting to operate in WSN. Due to several characteristics and limited resources, routing in sensor networks is very challenging. For example, many applications of sensor networks require the flow from multiple sources to a particular node, the base station. Moreover, data traffic has significant redundancy since multiple sensors in the same regions may generate the same data. Therefore, this redundancy needs to be handled by the routing protocols for data reduction, which leads to energy saving and lower bandwidth utilisation. The WSN routing protocols have been designed to provide low latency, reliable and fault tolerant communication, quick reconfiguration and minimum energy consumption. It is necessary to balance the need to accommodate the limited processing and communication capabilities of the sensor nodes against the overhead required.
2.2.6 Wireless Sensor Batteries

A battery is a power source that converts chemical energy into electrical energy. A battery cell consists of an anode, a cathode and the electrolyte, which separates the two electrodes. An oxidation reaction at the anode takes place during the discharge [58]. An electrochemical of a battery cell is shown in Figure 2.11.

![An Electrochemical of Battery Cell](attachment:Figure_2.11.png)

**Figure 2.11: An Electrochemical of Battery Cell [58]**

Overall battery capacity is measured in milli-Amp-hours (mAh) or Amp-hours (Ah). Sometimes there is insufficient potential energy in the battery to get the remaining charge out if its voltage drops below a certain level. For example, an AA-size of alkaline/Nikel-Metal-Hydride (NiMH) cell is considered as an empty battery if its voltage drops below 1.0 V [3, 10, 11, 13]. Even when not being used, the battery capacity is reduced by the self-discharge process, as shown in Figure 2.12. The amount of electrical self-discharge varies with battery type and chemistry.

![Self-discharging Process](attachment:Figure_2.12.png)

**Figure 2.12: Self-discharing Process [113]**
There are fundamental battery concepts [58, 122]. The first is the temperature effect. Cool temperatures can slow down the self-discharge process, while the self-discharge rate increases at higher temperature. In contrast, batteries cannot supply full capacity in cool temperatures as they do at the higher temperature. The second fundamental concept is the discharge rate effect. The capacity of a battery is related to the current draw of the device. High current draw reduces battery capacity, e.g. a battery gives a capacity of 1000 mAh for 5 mA current draw, while it gives a current draw of 200 mA with a capacity of 500 mAh. The current draw is often expressed as a C-rate, a measure of the rate in 1 hour which is relative to the battery’s maximum capacity. For example, the 1C discharge current of 100 Ah battery capacity is equal to a discharge current of 100 A, while 5C rate for this battery would be 500 A and 50 A. Some of the variables used to describe a battery are explained as follows [109]:

- **State of Charge (SoC)**
  SoC is an expression of the current battery capacity as a percentage of maximum capacity. To determine the change in battery capacity over time, SoC is generally calculated using current integration. The case of 100% SoC implies a full battery capacity, while 0% SoC implies the empty capacity.

- **Terminal Voltage \((V_t)\)**
  Terminal voltage is the voltage between the battery terminals with load applied. It varies with SoC and discharge/charge current.

- **Voltage Drain\(V_{dd}\)**
  Voltage Drain is the positive supply voltage of a field effect semiconductor device. If the current flows between the battery terminals, it can be assumed that \(V_{dd}\) is equal to \(V_t\).

- **Nominal Voltage**
  Nominal Voltage is the reported or reference voltage of the battery, also sometimes thought of as the normal voltage of the battery.

- **Cut-off Voltage**
  Cut-off Voltage is the minimum allowable voltage. It is this voltage that generally defines the empty state of the battery.

Since a sensor node is typically powered by AA-size batteries, this research studies two common types of AA-size batteries: Alkaline and Nickel-Metal-Hydride (NiMH). A pair of AA cells is used for many sensor devices, including Mica2, MicaZ and N740 NanoSensor.
Alkaline Batteries

Alkaline is the most common type of AA-size battery. Normally, an alkaline battery produces 1.5 volts. It is low cost, widely available, and suitable for low current draw devices at room temperature. Alkaline cells retain the stored energy best and in storage for 7-10 years and they have the self-discharge rates of around 2-3% per year [113]. However, this battery type is not suitable for using in the cold and under high current draws [111, 122]. Figure 2.13 shows the temperature and discharge rate effect on alkaline batteries.

Figure 2.13: Temperature and discharge rate effect on alkaline batteries [122]

Nikel-Metal-Hydride (NiMH) Batteries

NiMH cell is a common AA rechargeable battery at 1.2 volts which has capacity ranging from 1100 mAh (milliampere-hour) to 3100 mAh. The starting voltage of a fully charged cell in good condition is about 1.4-1.45 volts with the nominal voltage 1.2V. The self discharge rate of NiMH batteries is higher than the rate of alkaline batteries. NiMH cells have the self-discharge rates of 5-10% or more in the first 24 hours and then 0.5-1% per day at room temperature [60, 113]. However, this battery type performs better at low temperatures and high current draw. Figure 2.14 shows temperature and discharge rate effect on NiMH batteries.
Energy Consumption and Energy Aware Techniques

Energy Consumption

To find the energy consumption in joule, the formula is:

\[ E = P \times t \]  

where \( t \) is the time spent for running and \( P \) is the power which can be calculated by \( V \times I \). \( V \) is the voltage in the node and \( I \) is the current consumption. For real measurement, the current consumption \( (I) \) and voltage \( (V) \) are measured by using the ammeter and voltmeter (or multimeter). Another technique for energy consumption calculation is summarising the energy consumption of all components. For modern radio transmitters, the energy consumption can be classified into four consumption states: transmission, reception, idle and sleep. The first two states are when a node is transmitting and receiving data packets. In idle mode, a node is waiting for any data transfers and it can transmit and receive. The lowest power consumption state is the sleep state where a node can neither transmit nor receive until it is woken up. Palit et al. [81] proposed the energy consumption model in FSM (Finite State Machine) for wireless communication. CC1000 has only three states and four state transitions, while CC2420 has four states and six state transitions, as shown in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.14: Temperature and Discharge Rate Effect on NiMH Batteries [122]
The energy consumption for all states and transitions varies according to the specification of the transmitter model. The mathematical energy consumption of a node is given by formula 2.2 [34]. This formula defines a set of possible states $s_1,s_k$. The energy consumption is given by the sum of the consumptions within these states plus the sum of the energy needed for switching between the states. The energy consumption within a state $s_j$ is calculated by using the needed power in that state $P_j$ and time running in that state $t_j$. The energy needed for switching

$$E_{comm} = \sum_{j=1}^{k} P_j t_j + \sum_{i,j=1,i\neq j}^{k} E_{ij} s_{ij}$$

(2.2)
from state $s_i$ to $s_j$ is denoted as $E_{ij}$, while $st_{ij}$ denotes the number of switching time.

![Processor States](image)

**Figure 2.16: Processor States**

Normally, a processor has two main states: active and sleep (or power down mode) as shown in Figure 2.16. Some processors may offer more than one power down mode for supporting the energy saving techniques, e.g. Intel 8051 MCU allows three power down modes. The energy consumption for CPU states can be defined as:

$$E_{CPU} = P_at_a + P_st_s + E_{as}st_{as} + E_{sa}st_{sa}$$ (2.3)

where $P_a$ and $P_s$ are the needed power in active and sleep states, $t_a$ and $t_s$ are time running in those states, $E_{as}$ and $st_{as}$ are the energy needed and the number of switching time from active to sleep states, $E_{sa}$ and $st_{sa}$ are the energy needed and the number of switching time from sleep to active states.

![Other Devices States](image)

**Figure 2.17: Other Devices States**

For other devices, there are only two states: on and off as shown in Figure 2.16. The energy consumption can be defined as:

$$E_{oth} = P_on t_{on} + P_off t_{off} + E_{of}st_{of} + E_{fo}st_{fo}$$ (2.4)

where $P_on$ and $P_off$ are the needed power in on and off states, $t_{on}$ and $t_{off}$ are time running in those states, $E_{of}$ and $st_{of}$ are the energy needed and the number of switching time from on to off states, $E_{fo}$ and $st_{fo}$ are the energy needed
and the number of switching time from off to on states. Then, the total energy consumption can be calculated as:

\[ E_{\text{tot}} = E_{\text{comm}} + E_{\text{CPU}} + E_{\text{oth}} \] (2.5)

### Energy Aware Techniques

Since the sensor network should operate unattended for a long time, its most precious resource is energy. There are two categories of energy aware techniques: Power Management and Power Control [124].

#### Power Management

Energy is consumed when the radio and processor are active. When a sensor does not need to do any activities, its radio transmitter and processor should be in sleep state in order to minimise energy consumption. Therefore, each sensor will switch between sleep mode and “active mode” as shown in Figure 2.18. However, in order to communicate, two sensors should be in “active mode” simultaneously as shown in Figure 2.19. Clock synchronisation is needed for sleep/wake-up schedules.

![Figure 2.18: Switching Between Sleep and Active Modes](image)

![Figure 2.19: Discovering Between Active Sensors](image)

#### Power Control

For the power control techniques, a node should transmit each packet with the minimum power required for successful transmission and reception to each neighbour. From Figure 2.20, if \( P(x, y) \) is the minimum power for transmission of a packet from \( x \) to \( y \), it is possible that \( P(A, B) \neq P(A, C) \neq P(A, D) \).
2.2.8 Node and Network Lifetime

Node Lifetime

The lifetime of the network basically depends on the lifetime of the single nodes that constitute the network. Therefore, the lifetime of the individual nodes should be predicted accurately and the result of the node lifetime estimation model is further used to derive the network lifetime metric. The lifetime \(Lt\) of a sensor node basically depends on two factors, the capacity of the battery \(C\) and current consumption needed by that node \(I\), which is expressed as [18]:

\[
Lt = \frac{C}{Ik}
\]  

(2.6)

where \(k\) is the peukert constant which depends on battery type [2, 3, 11, 13, 18].

Network Lifetime

Network lifetime depends on the lifetime of all nodes in the network. Many network lifetime definitions are discussed as follows.

Based on Number of Alive Nodes  In the first definition, Tian and Georganas [110] define the network lifetime as the time until all nodes have been drained of their energy, as shown in Figure 2.21. Later, Madan et al. [71] define that the network lifetime ends as soon as the first node fails, as shown in Figure 2.22. Xue and GanzChen [121] define the network lifetime as the time when the amount of dead nodes reaches a specified percentage \((k\%)\). When \(k = 100\), it is the same as all nodes die.

For the definition of network lifetime as the time until the first node is drained of its energy, it is assumed that the network topology does not change at all.
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However, many routing protocols are able to cope with the failure of one node and all remaining nodes can continue to operate as Figure 2.23. For the definition as the time until all nodes die, it is not optimistic since a sensor network may stop services a long time before the last node finally fails, as shown in Figure 2.24. Therefore, defining network lifetime solely based on the number of alive nodes is insufficient.


**Based on Sensor Coverage**  Bhardwaj et al. [21] define the network lifetime as the time that the region of interest is covered by at least one node. For example, the region of interest is covered by N2, N3 and N4. Therefore, the network lifetime ends if these three nodes die as shown in Figure 2.25.

![Network Failure Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.25: Network Fails When All Nodes in the Coverage Area Dies (a) Before Failure, (b) Network Failure**

The definition of network lifetime based on coverage is also not sufficient since it is not guaranteed that the measured data can be transmitted to the base station, as shown in Figure 2.26.

**Based on Connectivity**  This definition takes the connectivity of the network into account. A connected node means that the node has the ability to transmit data to the base station. Carbunar et al. [27] define the network lifetime based on the percentage of nodes that have a path to the base station. For example, the network lifetime ends when the percentage of connected nodes is less than 50% as shown in Figure 2.27. Baydere et al. [17] define the network lifetime in terms of the number of packets that could be transmitted to the base station. This number is an indicator of connected nodes.
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![Network Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.26:** Network Fails with Some Alive Nodes in the Coverage Area (a) Before Failure, (b) Network Failure

![Network Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.27:** Network Fails When Number of Connected Nodes $< 50\%$ (a) Before Failure, (b) Network Failure

**Based on Sensor Coverage and Connectivity** The network lifetime is defined by Cardei and Wu [28] as the time until the number of connectivity nodes in the coverage area drops below a predefined threshold. For example, the network lifetime ends when the percentage of connected nodes in the coverage area is less than 50\% as shown in Figure 2.28.

![Network Diagram](image)

**Figure 2.28:** Network Fails When Number of Connected Nodes in the Coverage $< 50\%$ (a) Before Failure, (b) Network Failure
The definition of network lifetime based on connectivity is certainly a good idea. However, the network may be considered failed if there are not enough connected nodes in the target region. Therefore, it is necessary to include both the coverage and the connectivity. The connectivity threshold may depend on the application requirements.

### 2.3 Integrating IP in WSNs

For traditional WSN protocols, it is necessary to provide specific and complex gateways to allow the communication between conventional networks and WSNs. Therefore, one of several challenges and problems in WSNs is integration with the Internet. The integration of IP directly in sensor nodes offers several advantages. For example, it allows any devices connected to the Internet to communicate directly, via a network-layer protocol, with a specific sensor. Moreover, it also offers a transparent and easy approach for developing new generation of applications.

However, to integrate IP in WSNs, there are several significant things to be considered. Since a WSN consists of a large number of sensor nodes, IPv6 is required for providing enough addresses to integrate IP networks and WSNs. Moreover, it is necessary to reduce the complexity and the header length of IP because sensor nodes have low speed, low memory, limited processing and small frame size at the data link layer, i.e., the maximum transfer unit (MTU) is only 127 bytes. As a result, IETF proposed a standard, called 6LoWPAN (IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Network), which includes mechanisms to effectively compress IPv6 addresses over IEEE 802.15.4 [53, 75]. Figure 2.29 shows the IPv6 stack with 6LoWPAN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Application Programme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>UDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>IPv6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6LoWPAN Adaptation Layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Link</td>
<td>IEEE 802.15.4 MAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>IEEE 802.15.4 PHY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.29: Protocol Stack of 6LoWPAN
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2.3.1 IEEE 802.15.4

The Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) is a short-range network for interconnecting wireless devices centred on a limited personal operating space. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard, developed by the 802.15.4 Task Group, was designed for Low-Rate WPANs [6, 20, 50]. It focuses on low complexity, low power consumption and low data rate wireless communication between low-cost devices which is suitable for WSNs. The data rate of Low-Rate WPAN (LoWPAN), between 20 kbps to 250 kbps, depends on the transmitting frequency as shown in Table 2.4. This standard defines both the physical layer (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layer specifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2.4: IEEE 802.15.4 Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency and Data rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel access</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Physical Layer

The basic tasks of the physical layer (PHY) are summarised as follows [6, 59]:

- Data transmission and reception
- Channel frequency selection
- Activate and deactivate the radio transceiver
- Calculate Link Quality Indication (LQI) for received packets
- Energy Detection (ED) within the current channel
- Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) for Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA-CA)

Spreading and modulation techniques are used in data transmission and reception. Under 802.15.4, nodes can operate in 27 different channels. Thus, all nodes should be able to tune their transceivers into a certain channel. To save energy for some periods, a node should be able to turn its radio off (sleep). Link quality
indication can be calculated by using receiver energy detection (ED), a Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) while receiving a packet. The ED is an estimate of the received signal power within the bandwidth of a current channel. CCA is used for energy detection or carrier sense.

The Physical Protocol Data Unit (PPDU) is shown in Figure 2.30. It consists of three components: SHR (Synchronisation Header), PHR (PHY Header) and PHY Payload. A SHR is composed of a 4 byte preamble of binary zeros and 1 byte for the start-of-packet delimiter (SFD) that notifies the end of the preamble. The PHR contains 7 bits for the frame length and a reserved bit for future use. The PHY payload, or PHY Service Data Unit (PSDU), is for carrying variable length data which must not be more than 127 bytes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHR</th>
<th>PHR</th>
<th>PHY Payload</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preamble</td>
<td>Frame Length (7 bit)</td>
<td>PHY Service Data Unit (PSDU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Octets</td>
<td>1 Octets</td>
<td>1 Octets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.30: IEEE 802.15.4 PPDU Format [50]

MAC Layer

IEEE 802.15.4 defines three types of operating mode: PAN coordinator, coordinator and end-device. It also defines two types of devices: FFDs (Full-function devices) and RFD (Reduced-function devices). An RFD can only operate as an end-device, while a FFD can be a PAN coordinator, a coordinator, or an end-device because it has more powerful resources than a RFD. The MAC layer is responsible for the following tasks [63].

- Generating network beacons if the device is a coordinator
- Synchronising to the beacons
- Supporting PAN association and disassociation
- Supporting device security
- Employing the CSMA-CA mechanism for channel access
- Handling and maintaining the guaranteed time slot (GTS) mechanism
- Providing a reliable link between two peer MAC entities
The MAC frame format is depicted as Figure 2.31. It can be divided into three parts: MAC header, MAC payload and MAC footer. The MAC header is composed of frame control, sequence number and address information like destination PAN identifier, destination address, source PAN identifier and source address. IEEE 802.15.4 supports both short (16 bits) and extended (64 bits) addressing. The MAC payload is for carrying variable length information specific to frame types. There are four frame types: beacon, data, acknowledge and MAC command type. The MAC footer contains two bytes frame check sequence (FSC). The FSC is computed by using the standard generator polynomial of degree 16: \( x^{16} + x^{12} + x^5 + 1 \)

As compared to 802.11, RTS (request-to-send) and CTS (clear-to-send) are not employed in 802.15.4 CSMA-CA mechanism. Moreover, the 802.15.4 MAC layer defines two modes of operation: beacon mode and non-beacon mode. Beacon mode is based on a superframe structure. It is divided into 16 equally sized slots for assigning to each node. The coordinator sends a beacon to synchronise devices, identify the PAN and describe the superframe structure. This beacon is broadcast in the first slot of each superframe. There may be two parts in a superframe. The first one is an active part, called the contention access period (CAP). This part is occupied by using slotted the CSMA-CA method. Another part, called the contention-free period (CFP), is dedicated as guaranteed time slots (GTSs) for high priority applications.

In non-beacon mode, there are no pre-allocated slots. When a node wants to transmit a frame, it has to wait for a random back-off period which is calculated by:

\[
CSMA_{\text{Waiting}} = N \times BP
\]  

(2.7)

where \( N \) is random between 0 and \( 2^{BE} - 1 \), \( BP \) is the time for transmitting 20 symbols, \( BE \) can have a value between the minimum \( BE \) (macMinBE, the default value is 3) and the maximum \( BE \) (macMaxBE with the default of 5), and a symbol equals 4 bit requiring 16\( \mu \)s of transmission time on 250Kbps channel.
After waiting, it performs CCA to check the status of the channel. Data will be transmitted, if the channel is free. In case the channel is busy, the node increments BE value (not more than macMaxBE) for waiting before retrying. However, the transmission is considered to fail if the number of retries is over the maximum threshold.

2.3.2 IPv6 over Low-power Wireless PAN (6LoWPAN)

The main objective of 6lowPAN, proposed by the IETF, is to integrate IPv6 in LoWPANs supported by IEEE 802.15.4. Three RFCs, RFC 4919, RFC 4944 and RFC 6282, defined a LoWPAN adaptation layer and frame format, a fragmentation and reassembly mechanism and an addressing scheme, where nodes can generate the IPv6 link local address from the EUI64bits or 16bits MAC address. The Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of an IPv6 packet is 1280 bytes, where 40 bytes belong to the packet header. This header would be an enormous overhead for transmitting over IEEE 802.15.4. As a result, header compression is defined as one of the key elements in 6LoWPAN. This feature allows the protocol to compress the 40 bytes of standard IPV6 to just 2 bytes. In the case that the packet size overcomes the IEEE MAC payload, it is necessary to fragment it into several packets and require the reassembly of all packet parts at the receiver side. They also define the support for mesh networks with layer-two forwarding. Figure 2.32 shows these key elements in 6LoWPAN headers.

![Figure 2.32: Layout of 6LoWPAN Headers](image)
A simple 6LoWPAN consists of a border router, routers and hosts. A 6LoWPAN is connected to the Internet through the border router. Other nodes may play the role of router or host (or leaf node). If a node is not adjacent to the border router, one or more routers will relay messages between the border router and that node.

2.3.3 6LoWPAN Neighbour Discovery Protocol

In a large number of sensors, nodes are randomly placed at distributed locations over the area of interest. Self-configuration is very important as it reduces the cost of installation for building large-scale systems. All nodes should organise themselves to efficiently perform the tasks required by the application after they have been deployed. When a node is powered on, it does not have any knowledge about other installed nodes. Thus, in the first step, called Neighbour Discovery (ND), the node has to detect the one-hop neighbours. In 6LoWPAN network, hosts and routers must find the neighbouring routers. Since IEEE 802.15.4 does not support multicast capabilities, the IPv6 ND protocol is not appropriate for WSNs because a packet has to be sent in a broadcast way, which is fundamentally expensive. As a result, 6LoWPAN-ND [99] was introduced with an additional type of node, called edge router or border router. A border router will perform some complex functions in order to reduce the task complexity of hosts and routers. The new 6LoWPAN-ND concept is a whiteboard which can be used for Duplicate
Address Detection. Each node starts sending a Router Solicitation (RS) message and waiting for a Router Announcement (RA) message from the border router. Then, it has to register to the border router by sending a Node Registration (NR) message and the border router responds with a Node Confirmation (NC) message. Figure 2.34 shows basic router discovery and node registration.

![Diagram of Router Discovery and Node Registration](image)

Figure 2.34: Router Discovery and Node Registration in 6LOWPAN-ND

It will be more complicated if the node is not adjacent to a border router. The registration process can be done by multihop registration. The router will relay NR and NC messages between the border router and that node as depicted in Figure 2.35.

![Diagram of Multihop Registration](image)

Figure 2.35: Multihop Registration in 6LOWPAN-ND
2.3.4 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL)

The IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-power and lossy networks (RPL) [119] was developed to provide efficient routing paths. The RPL protocol specifies a set of new ICMPv6 (Internet Control Message Protocol version 6) messages to exchange between nodes. Using RPL, a node has to join a Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG). In the initial step, the RPL root (or border router) advertises a DODAG Information Object (DIO) message which includes the graph information for selecting DODAG parents. After receiving the DIO message, a node makes a decision to join the graph or not. After joining a graph, the root becomes the parent of the node. If the node is configured as a router, it then advertises the DIO message to its neighbours to form its sub-DODAG. In contrast, it does not send the DIO message, if the node is a host. There are some optional steps after choosing the parent node. For supporting both upward (sensors-to-border router) and downward (border router-to-sensors) routing, a node sends a DAO (DODAG Destination Advertisement Object) message to its parent to inform of its presence and reachability. Then the parent may send a DAO acknowledgement back to that node if an acknowledge bit is set in the DAO message. After that, that node can send and receive messages to and from the border router via its parent. DIO and DAO message exchanges are subsequently used for route maintenance. These RPL steps for the router discovery in a 6LoWPAN network are illustrated in Figure 2.36.

![Figure 2.36: RPL for Router Discovery](image-url)
2.4 Wireless Transmission

In wireless transmission, a sender transmitter sends the electrical signals and then an antenna will transform them into the electromagnetic signals for transferring these signals through space. At the distance of $d$ from the transmitter, an antenna of the receiver detects the electromagnetic signals and transforms them back to the electric signals. The energy loss between the sender transmitter and receiver is the ratio of the transmitted power to the received power. It normally includes all possible elements, such as Line-Of-Sight (LOS) path loss, antenna gain and feeder loss of transmitting and receiving antennas as shown in Figure 2.37.

![Image of wireless communication systems](image)

Figure 2.37: Wireless Communication Systems [89]

2.4.1 Antenna

An antenna converts between radio-frequency electrical energy and electromagnetic energy to/from a radio transmitter. It will radiate power in all directions with a common way of the radiation pattern. The simplest pattern is associated with an ideal isotropic antenna which is a point in space that radiates power in all directions equally. The effective area of an antenna is related to the physical size of the antenna and shape and an antenna gain is a measure of the directionality of an antenna. The relationship between effective area ($A$) and antenna gain ($G$) is [79, 96, 105, 106]:

$$A = \frac{G\lambda^2}{4\pi} \quad (2.8)$$

There are two classes of antennas: fixed-area and fixed-gain antennas. For fixed-area, the effective area is independent of frequency, while the gain increases quadratically with frequency for fixed-gain antennas, the common type of antenna in WSN. Table 2.5 shows the effective area ($A$) and antenna gain ($G$) of some antenna types [79, 96, 105].
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Table 2.5: The Effective Area and Gain of Antennas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Antenna</th>
<th>$A (m^2)$</th>
<th>$G$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isotropic</td>
<td>$\frac{\lambda^2}{4\pi}$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinitesimal or Hertzian dipole</td>
<td>$\frac{1.5\lambda^2}{4\pi}$</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-wave ($\lambda/2$) dipole</td>
<td>$\frac{1.64\lambda^2}{4\pi}$</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hertzian monopole ($\lambda/4$) monopole</td>
<td>$\frac{3\lambda^2}{4\pi}$</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter-wave ($\lambda/4$) monopole</td>
<td>$\frac{3.28\lambda^2}{4\pi}$</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.2 Path Loss (PL), Received and Transmitted Power

Path Loss (PL) represents signal level attenuation affected by free-space loss, refraction, diffraction, reflection, aperture-medium coupling loss, and absorption. The received power ($P_R$) is the difference between the transmitted power ($P_T$) and PL. The relationship can be defined as:

$$P_R = P_T - PL$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)

Converting Equation 2.9 to dBm, $P_R$ can be represented as Received Signal Strength (RSS) [106]:

$$RSS = P_T(dBm) - PL(dBm)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)

Log-Normal Shadow Model (LNSM)

Log-Normal Shadow Model (LNSM) is a general model which provides many parameters to be configured for both indoor and outdoor environments. The calculation formula is as follows:

$$PL(dBm) = \mathcal{PL}(d_0) + 10 \eta \log\left(\frac{d}{d_0}\right) + X_\sigma$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.11)

where $d_0$ and $\mathcal{PL}(d_0)$ are the reference distance and the RSS of that reference distance measured by the experiment, $\eta$ is a path loss index depending on propagation environment, $X_\sigma$ is zero-mean Gaussian random variable.

2.4.3 Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)

The Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) is a measured and estimated value for the RSS provided by modern wireless radio transceivers. For example, for the
Texas Instruments CC2420 RF hardware \[7\], the RSSI value is averaged over 8 symbol periods (128 $\mu$s) and RSSI accuracy is specified as $\pm 6$ dB. The RSS-RSSI mapping is shown in 2.12.

$$RSS = RSSI + NF$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.12)

where NF is the noise floor and usually constant, for example, CC2420 reports as -45 dBm. RSSI is a simple indication of how strong the signal is at the receiver.

### 2.4.4 Link Quality Indicator (LQI)

Normally, if the received signal strength is very strong, the link is considered to be very good. However, sometimes RSSI might include noise and interference. Therefore, the Link Quality Indicator (LQI) should be considered with RSSI. Generally, RSSI is a measurement of the signal power of an incoming packet, while LQI is a measurement of the quality of a received packet and it is more closely connected to the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). The SNR is a ratio of received signal power to background noise level. LQI is limited to the range 0 through 255 \[6\]. The formula of LQI for CC2420 is:

$$LQI = (CORR - a) \cdot b$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.13)

where \(CORR\) is an average correlation value, \(a\) and \(b\) are found empirically based on Packet Error Rate (PER) measurements as a function of the correlation value. \(CORR\) is the signal-to-noise ratio estimation, for example, CC2420 reports \(CORR\) of each incoming packet, based on the first eight symbols following the start frame delimiter (SFD).

### 2.5 Summary and Discussion

Two common WSN topologies: star (single-hop) and mesh (multihop), have been described. A star topology is simple, but it limits applications to a single hop communication range. For a large coverage area, a mesh topology with multihop routing is needed. Topology is dynamically self-organising for both WSN and MANET. However, there are some differences between these two network types. WSN is a centralised structure, while MANET is a distributed system. Moreover, traffic of WSNs normally targets to base station with data redundancy. In addition, a sensor node has limited resources, such as low memory capacity, low processor capability and low battery power. Therefore, a WSN requires careful resource management.
Three hardware platforms used for simulation and real testbed experiments, Mica2, MicaZ and N740 NanoSensor, have been discussed in this chapter. These platforms are based on the popular microprocessor groups, such as Intel 8051 MCU and Atmel ATmega, with the two most commonly used radio controllers: CC1000 and CC2420. ATmega128L has a single power down state, while 8051 MCU has three power down states. This is an important factor for the duty cycle methods in MAC protocols to save node energy. CC1100 has three radio states: SLEEP, TX and RX, while CC2420 adds a new state, IDLE. This will be useful for radio management. Two operating systems used to develop simulation and real testbed experiments are also described. TinyOS is a component-based operating system written in NesC. It supports many MAC protocols, such as TDMA, TDMA/CSMA, Z-MAC, B-MAC and IEEE 802.15.4. It also supports 6LoWPAN with UDP. CTP and RPL routing protocols are also available in TinyOS. Contiki is a protothreads based operating system using both event-driven and multi-threading techniques. It is implemented in C language. MAC layer protocols supported in Contiki are SMAC, X-MAC, CX-MAC, ContikiMAC, and IEEE 802.15.4. 6LOWPAN implementation is also available in this OS including ICMPv6, UDP, TCP and RPL. This chapter also provides information about WSN simulators.

Neighbour discovery is important for self-organised networks. The ND process in WSNs should be aware of asymmetric links which are very common in WSN. The ND process may be integrated in the routing algorithm, e.g. it is a part of routing protocols to find the best path.

Alkaline and NiMH batteries are the selected battery types in this study. Alkaline has slow self-discharge, but it is not appropriate for using in low temperatures and high current draws, while NiMH has fast self-discharging, particularly on the first day, but it can operate under cool temperature and has a high consumption rate.

This chapter also provides the basic concepts of energy consumption, focusing on communication and processor energy consumption, which require energy and power values and time spent in each state. Energy aware techniques: power management and power control, are described. Power management focuses on switching between sleep and active states, while power control focuses on reducing transmission power. Node lifetime and several network lifetime definitions have been discussed. For the definition of network lifetime, the number of alive nodes is insufficient since network topology may be changed due to routing algorithms. Moreover, it is possible that the network lifetime ends even though there are still some alive nodes. Similarly, the definition of network lifetime based on coverage is also not sufficient since all alive nodes may be unable to send the measured
data to the base station. Although the definition of network lifetime based on
connectivity is optimistic, the network can fail if the connected nodes are not
in the target region. Therefore, both the coverage and the connectivity should
be included in the network lifetime definition. 6LOWPAN, the IPv6 in WSN, is
explained including 6LOWPAN-ND and RPL routing protocol. Finally, the basic
concepts and terms of wireless communication are explained. This information
will relate to path loss calculation. The equations for RSSI and LQI calculation
are also presented.
Chapter 3

Transmission Power Control (TPC)

3.1 Introduction

Transmission Power Control (TPC) is a technique provided by radio transceivers to enable nodes to dynamically control transmission power which results in multiple coverage ranges and multiple transmission energy consumptions. For example, CC1000 [1] and CC2420 [7] allow dynamic change of transmission power during runtime. The relationship between transmission power and current consumption based on data sheet are depicted in Figure 3.1. The current consumption of the largest transmission power levels, which are 5 dBm for CC1000 and 0 dBm for CC2420, will cost 25.4 mA and 17.4 mA, while the smallest transmission power levels (-20 dBm and -25 dBm) will cost 8.6 mA and 8.5 mA. Comparing to the maximum transmission power, the energy consumption of the minimum transmission power levels will be reduced around 66 % and 51 % for CC1000 and CC2420, respectively.

TPC has several advantages [41, 74, 107]. First, it can reduce energy consumption if all nodes send all packets with the minimum power needed for successful transmission. Second, it can reduce the amount of collisions in the network if all nodes transmit packets with the optimal transmission power, because reducing transmission power decreases the coverage range. Last, a reduction of coverage area can lead to the overhearing energy consumption reduction of neighbour nodes. However, unreliable asymmetric links may occur due to reducing transmission power. Therefore, it is challenging to find the ideal transmission power that achieves the communication reliability requirement. The existing TPC algorithms are presented including the discussion sections. The proposed TPC mechanism will be presented in Chapter 6.
3.2 Existing Transmission Power Control Algorithms in MANETs

TPC in MANETs has been studied in two different layers: MAC and network. For MAC layer, the measurement scope is usually limited to a single hop. On a network layer, the routes must be composed of energy-efficient links. The adjustment of the transmission power can significantly improve the capacity of the network [42].

3.2.1 MAC Layer

Jung and Vaidya [107] proposed a power control MAC protocol that allowed nodes to identify the ideal transmission power at each individual packet. A power control mechanism was incorporated into the IEEE 802.11 RTS-CTS handshake. This scheme allowed each node to increase or decrease its power level dynamically by maintaining a table for the minimum transmit power necessary to communicate with neighbour nodes. The Power Controlled Multiple Access (PCMA) protocol [74] used two channels; one channel is for busy tones, while the other for all other packets. Instead of RTS-CTS, the busy tones was used to overcome the hidden terminal problem. The signal strength of busy tones received by a node was utilised to determine the highest power level at which this node may transmit without interfering with other on-going transmissions.

3.2.2 Network Layer

Cone-based topology [116] was introduced by Wattenhofer et al. for determining the minimal power consumption in a multihop wireless ad hoc network. Each node performs neighbour discovery by broadcasting a message with minimum power.
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It continues the process by increasing its transmission radius until reaching the maximum transmission power. All receiving nodes acknowledge these broadcast messages. Their algorithm assumes that the node can determine the direction of the sender when receiving a message. The objective is to find the best neighbour in every cone of a degree where $\alpha = \frac{2 \pi}{3}$ as illustrated in Figure 3.2. The best neighbour means the lowest power needed for transmission to that neighbour.

Figure 3.2: Best Neighbour in Every Cone

Since WiFi and WiMax devices adjust the data rate of a link according to the distance between receiver and transmitter or environment noise and interference, Macedo et. al. [70] proposed the modification of routing protocols to cope with TPC and Rate Adaptation (RA). The modifications could be applied to either proactive or reactive protocols that employ cost functions. This method is based on:

$$P_{T_{\text{min}}} = (N + I) \cdot SINR_m \cdot PL$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)

where $N + I$ is the signal and interference at the receiver, $SINR_m$ is the $SINR$ for the rate $m$ and $PL$ is the path loss.

3.2.3 Discussion

Existing MAC-level methods for the calculation of the transmission power and modulation are applied to one link at a time which is not sufficient for multihop network. TPC-aware routing protocols to reduce the energy consumption of MANETs have to execute several instances of a routing algorithm for each available transmission power. The route chosen to forward data is the one which employs the smallest transmission power level. This strategy demands a high amount of energy.
due to the execution of several instances of the routing algorithm. Further, the integration of RA and TPC is not necessary in WNSs since the fixed data-rate on individual links is normally assumed.

3.3 Existing Transmission Power Control Algorithms in WSNs

In WSNs, the main objectives of transmission power control (TPC) can be divided into two categories. The first is to find the ideal transmission power for transmission energy consumption reduction. The second is to dynamically adjust transmission power to cope with focused factors, such as noise and signal fluctuation, number of neighbours and packet reception ratio.

3.3.1 Finding the Ideal Power

In the following, the term ”ideal” is defined as the power level which is between the minimum and maximum allowable transmission powers for successfully transmitting messages from a node to another. In this study, the ideal transmission power focuses on the energy-efficient way which is the effort made to reduce the transmission power and still achieve the communication reliability requirement. Two methods have been carried out to find the ideal transmission power before starting data packet transmission. These two existing approaches are distance-based and scanning-based.

Distance-based

The distance-based technique assumes that distances between the senders and receivers or node positions are provided (either by the special device, GPS, or the neighbour discovery process). The research works focused on the path loss model which is a function of distance. Rodoplu and Meng [91] pointed out a simple radio propagation model for transmitting power roll-off as given by the path loss model. If the received power falls as $\frac{1}{d^n}$ then relaying information between nodes may be more energy efficient than transmission directly over long distances, where $d$ is the distance and distance factor $n \geq 2$. As an illustration in Figure 3.3, it is assumed that there are three collinear nodes A, B, and C using the same radio transmitter, and all nodes can communicate with each other. If node A wants to send a message to C, A has two options for sending: transmitting the message directly to C, or relaying through B. The energy consumption for the first option is $td_{AC}$, where $t$ denotes the pre-detection threshold (in mW) at each receiver. For
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![Diagram of three collinear nodes](image)

The other option, it requires the power $td_{AB}^n + td_{BC}^n + Rx_B + Pr_B$ where $Rx_B$ and $Pr_B$ are receiving and processing power at the relay node B, respectively. It is possible that sending the message from A through the relay node B may result in lower total power consumption than transmitting directly to C. Their research also proposed a position-based algorithm to set up a minimum energy network when the three nodes lie within a two dimensional plane, which has motivated other studies to explore transmission power control based on distances.

Ramanathan and Rosales-Hain [88] proposed an equation for finding the new transmit power $p_d$ within the desired distance as:

$$p_d = p_c - 5 \cdot \varepsilon \cdot \log \left( \frac{d_d}{d_c} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

where $p_c$ and $d_c$ denote the current transmit power of a node and the current distance in a network of density, while $\varepsilon$ and $d_d$ are the environment condition and the desired distance.

Rappaport [90] revised the equation for the optimal power $p_i$ required by node $i$ to transmit data to node $j$ as:

$$\frac{p_i}{\delta_{i,j}^\alpha} \geq \beta$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

where $\alpha$ is the distance-power gradient, $\beta$ is the transmission quality parameter, and $\delta_{i,j}$ is the distance between these two nodes. Normally, the value of $\beta$ is set to 1 and the value of $\alpha$ depends on environmental conditions ($\geq 2$). Blumenthal et al. [23] proposed a new method to calculate the distance between a sender and a receiver by using the minimal transmission power based on Equation 3.3. Xu [120] proposed another technique to calculate the distance based on the Log-Normal Shadowing Model (LNSM). Receive Signal Strength (RSS) can be calculated based on LNSM as:

$$RSS(dBm) = RSS(d_0) + 10 \cdot \eta \log \left( \frac{d_0}{d} \right) + X_\sigma$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

where $d_0$ and $RSS(d_0)$ are the reference distance and the RSS of that reference distance measuring by the experiment, $\eta$ is a path loss index depending on propaga-
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tion environment and $\sigma$ is zero-mean Gaussian random variable. For LOS of indoor environment, $\eta$ is around 1.6 to 1.8 and $X^\sigma$ is often used as 10.5 dBm [100, 37].

**Scanning-based**

Scanning-based approach of ND process for finding the optimal transmission power. Each node performs neighbour discovery by broadcasting a message with minimum power. It continues the process by increasing its transmission radius until reaching the maximum transmission power. All receiving nodes acknowledge these broadcast messages. Then, a node can record the minimal transmission power for transmission to each neighbour as illustrated in Figure 3.4.

![Figure 3.4: Scanning with Different Transmission Power Levels](image)

Lin et al. [68] proposed a technique called Adaptive Transmission Power Control (ATPC). In this technique, every node has to broadcast messages with different transmission power levels in the initialisation phase until the ideal transmission power is found for transmission to the target node. This means that it might send only one broadcast message for the best case, or have to send $l$ broadcast messages if there are $l$ transmission power levels for the worst case.

**Discussion**

For the distance-based approach, Received Signal Strength (RSS) can be predicted, which leads to optimal power prediction. However, the distances between nodes are difficult to determine in real deployment. For example, each node may need a preconfigured position or an attached positioning device like GPS (Global Positioning System). Moreover, in reality it is not always true that the path loss
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increases if distance increases for some cases, such as in multipath or obstruction environment [68, 93, 95]. Therefore, distance might be not appropriate for estimating the transmission power.

For a scanning-based approach, the ideal power can be obtained without RSS estimation. This ideal power can cover many effects including multipath and obstruction. However, using this technique may prolong the discovery time since a node may have to broadcast with all transmission power levels during the discovery phase. This leads to an increase of the energy consumption for the discovery process. Furthermore, if the process of neighbour discovery finishes late, it will cause a delayed start for other processes.

3.3.2 Dynamic Transmission Power Adjustment

For dynamic adjustment, it is assumed that the optimal transmission power is already known (e.g. by using pre-defined transmission power, distance or scanning based techniques). RSSI, LQI, Packet Reception Rate, number of neighbours and temperature are the factors focused on by the existing approaches.

RSSI Feedback-based

All nodes start sending with the current optimal power and they adjust the radio transmission power depending on RSSI values and two threshold values: upper and lower thresholds. If the RSSI values are higher than the upper threshold, the transmission power is decreased. In contrast, the transmission power is increased if the RSSI values are lower than the lower threshold. The receiver has to monitor the RSSI and send it to the sender. An example of this approach is topology control of multihop wireless networks using transmit power adjustment [88].

LQI Feedback-based

Similar to RSSI feedback-based, it is assumed that the optimal transmission power is already known. Instead of using RSSI, this technique uses LQI for transmission power adjustment. If LQI values are higher than the upper threshold, the transmission power is decreased, while it is increased if LQI values are lower than the lower threshold. An example of this approach is the second phase of ATPC [68]. In ATPC, the LQI is monitored by the receiver. When the link quality falls below the desired level, a notification packet is sent from the receiver to the sender for increasing the transmission power.
Packet Reception Rate (PRR)

Son et al. [104] used the Packet Reception Rate (PRR) for transmission power adjustment. The links are divided into two types: unreliable and good links. The communication link between two nodes is a good link if the PRR in both directions is higher than the PRR threshold value. Otherwise, it is an unreliable link. The purpose of this technique is to convert unreliable links into good links by increasing the transmission power. The transmission power for each link can be reduced to the lowest transmission power if the link is still good. The quality of links is determined by the receivers and then sent back to the senders.

Number of Neighbours

Blough et al. [22] proposed the algorithm based on the principle of maintaining the number of neighbours. This algorithm adjusted the transmission power for each node to connect a specific number of neighbouring nodes. This specific number is a threshold value which is used for determining the target transmission power for sensors. If the number of neighbours is below the threshold, the node will increase the transmission range until it detects the proper number of neighbours. Figure 3.5 describes the step of this algorithm. Gerharz et al. [39] included the second phase of operations by setting the critical value. The transmission range will be decreased if the number of neighbours is higher than the critical value. This is to maintain the minimum number of neighbour nodes.

![Figure 3.5: Maintenance the Number of Neighbours](image-url)
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Temperature

Lin et al. [68] observed that the daily variation of RSS is around 6 dB, which may be caused by temperature, humidity, and other factors. Bannister et al. [16] studied the relationship between RSS and temperature in the Sonoran Desert of the Southwestern United States, where daily summer time temperatures may vary from 25 to 65°C. They found that RSS values tend to decrease when the temperature increases, which results in link quality and connectivity reduction between nodes. To compensate for the signal strength dropping due to the temperature rising, they proposed this equation:

\[ P_r - T_L(T) \geq P_s \] (3.5)

where \( P_r \) is the received power measured at the receiver, \( P_s \) is the radio sensitivity, and \( T_L(T) \) is the temperature effect at \( T \)°C which is calculated as:

\[ T_L(T) = 0.1996 \cdot (T - 25) \] (3.6)

where \( T \) is the temperature between 25 and 65°C. Lee and Chung [64] extended the equation by defining \( T_L(T) \) as the RSSI loss. Their study focused only CC2420 radio transceiver and proposed an equation for transmission power adjustment as:

\[ P_{\text{level}} = \left( \frac{P_{\text{out}} + 40}{12} \right)^{2.91} \] (3.7)

where \( P_{\text{level}} \) and \( P_{\text{out}} \) are the corresponding power level and the output power (dBm) of CC2420.

Discussion

The CC1000 radio unit provides RSSI, while the latest model, such as CC2420, provides the additional metric, LQI. Therefore, several approaches used RSSI and LQI to determine the link quality and adjust the transmission power. Moreover, PRR may be used for indicating link quality and transmission power adjustment. In these existing approaches, link monitoring has to be conducted as the interesting factors may change over time. A feedback or acknowledgement system is used after the receivers have successfully received the messages. As a result, this requires more power for computation and additional data delivery for an issue of link monitoring. A sensor is likely to face power depletion in the case of more frequent monitoring. Some works used the number of neighbours as a factor to adjust the transmission power to keep the number of neighbours within a desired range. This scheme focused on multihop communication as several intermediate nodes
are required for relaying or forwarding a packet to the base station. It might not be suitable for several requirements of some WSNs applications which need only a single-hop environment. Using temperature for transmission power adjustment is very interesting. However, existing works proposed formulas for only specific radio transceivers, such as CC2420. Extending to design for a generic radio transceiver will be useful.

3.4 Summary and Discussion

TPC is a technique for transmitting data efficiently over wireless channels with the minimum transmission power for maintaining reliability. This can reduce the interference among the nodes or the overhearing energy consumption. In MANETs, TPC-aware algorithms have been proposed in both MAC and network layers. However, they focused on IEEE 802.11. For WSNs, the objective of existing schemes can be categorised into two groups: finding the ideal power and dynamic transmission power adjustment. To find the ideal power, distance-based and scanning-based schemes were used by several approaches. For the distance-based approach, both RSS and optimal power can be predicted, but it is difficult and may not be suitable for implementation in real deployment. For the scanning-based approach, the optimal power can be obtained but it will prolong the discovery time and lead to an increase in the energy consumption. RSSI, LQI and PRR were used to provide transmission power adjustment mechanisms based on feedback from the receiver. However, this requires more power for computation and additional data delivery. Keeping the number of neighbours is one of the techniques for transmission power adjustment, but it is not appropriate for single-hop networks. Some works used temperature to adjust the transmission power, but only a specific radio transceiver is considered. Therefore, proposing a new generic technique for finding the optimal transmission power including transmission power adjustment, which supports different requirements for both single-hop and multihop communications, is a research opportunity for WSNs.
Chapter 4

Node Lifetime Estimation in WSNs

4.1 Introduction

WSNs have two critical constraints: the first is that sensor nodes are often battery powered and thus have limited energy budgets; the second is that sensor nodes have a large number of nodes and are usually deployed unattended, causing difficulty when replacing recharging batteries across the entire network. Therefore, network lifetime (i.e. time when the network is usefully working) is an important issue. With accurate lifetime estimation of the sensor nodes, application designers can prevent service interruptions for critical applications. Moreover, many protocol layers, such as the MAC and routing layers, are able to make intelligent decisions that can help conserve energy and prolong lifetime. Two important factors, battery capacity and current consumption, are used for node lifetime estimation. In many studies [33, 77, 93, 95], quoted capacity and calculations based on data sheets are usually used for battery capacity and measurements made for current consumption estimation. Furthermore, a fixed temperature is normally assumed (e.g. 25°C). This means that running a static load programme multiple times always consumes the same energy. However, in reality programmes will have different energy requirements resulting in different lifetimes [94]. In addition, the non-linear behaviour of the batteries needs to be taken into account. The existing battery capacity and current consumption estimation models are presented including the discussion sections. The proposed node lifetime estimation technique will be presented in Chapter 7.
4.2 Existing Lifetime Estimation Models

Based on Equation 2.6, it is therefore necessary to estimate both battery capacity and current consumption as well as have a knowledge of the battery type to determine an estimate of node lifetime. Existing capacity, current consumption and lifetime estimation methods are discussed.

4.2.1 Battery Capacity Estimation

There are several methods for determining the State of Charge (SoC) of the battery. This research focuses the methods of electrochemical, voltage measurement, load testing and the electromotive force, which can be applied for alkaline and NiMH battery capacity estimation.

**Electrochemical method**

Since chemical energy in battery cells is converted into electrical energy through an electrochemical reaction, many studies [123, 76] propose electrochemical models based on the chemical processes that take place in the battery. These models describe the battery processes in great detail. However, they are very complex and require highly detailed knowledge of the electrochemical process, which makes them difficult to configure and deploy. An easy and accurate way is provided by measuring the specific gravity of the electrolyte in the battery using a hydrometer [18]. The specific gravity varies according to SoC level. When the SoC level decreases, the density of the electrolyte becomes lighter and the specific gravity becomes lower. An example of the relationship between the specific gravity and SoC is shown in Table 4.1 [18].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific Gravity</th>
<th>SoC (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.265</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.239</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.170</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1.110</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Voltage Measurement**

Voltage measurement is a popular method for estimating current capacity, especially for mobile phone applications. For example, Heyer [49, 51] introduced a
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single-meter device for indicating the battery capacity on the basis of the measured battery voltage as shown in Figure 4.1. This technique requires a look-up table in which fixed voltage values are stored and used in order to indicate SoC. For example, table 4.2 provides the relationship between voltage and SoC for Energizer NiMH battery [11].

![Figure 4.1: Battery Capacity Indicator Developed by Heyer[51]](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage (V)</th>
<th>SoC (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>50-70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ElectroMotive Force (EMF)

The EMF is the internal driving force of a battery, providing energy to a load. Many studies [18, 45] found that there is a good linear relationship between the EMF and the SoC and this relationship does not change during cycling of the battery. To estimate SoC based on the EMF, a piecewise linear function is required. The intervals in voltage and the corresponding SoC are presented in Table 4.3 [18]:

![Table 4.2: The Relationship Between Output Voltage and SoC [11]](image)
SoC = \text{SoC}_{low} + \frac{V_m - V_{low}}{V_{high} - V_{low}} (\text{SoC}_{high} - \text{SoC}_{low}) \tag{4.1}

where $V_m$ is the measured battery voltage value, $V_{low}$ and $V_{high}$ are the specific values from the EMF curve for the voltages corresponding to the $\text{SoC}_{low}$ and $\text{SoC}_{high}$, e.g. in Table 4.3, $V_{low} = 4.08$ and $V_{high} = 4.24$ corresponding to $\text{SoC}_{low} = 85$ and $\text{SoC}_{high} = 100$, respectively. Therefore, the capacity of battery for 4.10 volts is $\approx 87\%$ of the maximum capacity.

Table 4.3: The Intervals in Voltage and the Corresponding SoC for Sony US18500G3 Li-ion Battery [18]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval number</th>
<th>Interval Voltage(V)</th>
<th>SoC(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.08-4.24</td>
<td>85.0-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.06-4.08</td>
<td>81.7-85.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.02-4.06</td>
<td>76.7-81.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.98-4.02</td>
<td>73.4-76.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.88-3.98</td>
<td>58.4-73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.80-3.88</td>
<td>22.0-58.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.68-3.80</td>
<td>8.7-22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.54-3.68</td>
<td>5.4-8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.32-3.54</td>
<td>2.1-5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.00-3.32</td>
<td>0.5-2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.50-3.00</td>
<td>0.0-0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Load Testing

Battery capacity drops due to many factors, such as ageing and life cycle. Battery capacity testing by a load tester serves to determine the actual capacity of the battery. The load is usually designed to represent the expected conditions in which the battery may be used. With a battery load tester, a specific discharge current is applied to the battery while measuring the voltage drop. This is the most accurate and reliable battery testing technique [49]. Many battery load tester products support both alkaline and NiMH batteries, such as the ZTS MBT-MIL Multi-Battery Tester [54] and Ansmann Energy Check LCD Battery Tester [15]. However, these products automatically initiate a timed pulse load test on the battery upon detection in a terminal. This load test cannot be modified. In addition, these testers do not provide information related to temperature. The Computerised Battery Analyser-III (CBA-III) [87], a product from the West Mountain Radio, is a computer calibrated for high accuracy which uses an on-board microcontroller. A pulse width modulation system is used for controlling a pair of power MOS FET transistors using both electronic and software current regulation. The
CBA-III allows for defining the load test from 0.1 A to 40 A. Moreover, it provides information about the total amount of energy stored in a battery (capacity in amp-hours) and graphically displays and charts voltage versus amp-hours. Furthermore, a CBA-III supports the temperature measurement of a battery under test using the external temperature probe. In addition, a computer can connect to CBA-III via the USB interface on-board microcontroller for collecting the data. Figure 4.2 shows CBA-III device and accessories.

![Computerized Battery Analyzer (CBA-III)](image)

**Temperature Effect**

Based on the famous Arrhenius equation, Sheridan et al. [101] proposed the ratio of capacity at two different temperatures in Kelvin \((T_1, T_2)\) as:

\[
\frac{C(T_2)}{C(T_1)} = \exp \left( B \cdot \frac{(T_2 - T_1)}{T_2 \cdot T_1} \right)
\]

(4.2)

where \(B\) is a constant value obtained by dividing the activation energy (in J mol\(^{-1}\)) with the gas constant (in J mol\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)) of the battery. The relationship between battery capacity and lifetime was studied experimentally by Nguyen et al. [77] for different alkaline battery brands. The effect of temperature on NiMH battery capacity with different commercial AA-size NiMH batteries (Duracell, Energizer and GP) was explored by Pierozynski [85]. His work reported that the battery capacity is almost equal 96% at room temperature and it is dropped to 74% at −20°C and 58% at −30°C. The model proposed by Park et al. [25] covered the remaining capacity and the effect of temperature on battery capacity. From their
experiment with rising temperature of 20°C to 60°C, it was observed that the battery capacity increases around 0.5% of SoC when temperature increases by 1°C. With decreasing temperature from 20°C to −10°C, the battery capacity decreases 1.7% of SoC when temperature decreases 1°C.

Discussion

Many SoC estimation techniques have been explored. Electrochemical methods require highly specific chemical knowledge which makes it difficult for real hardware implementation. Measuring the specific gravity is the uncomplicated way, but it is difficult to apply to sealed batteries [114, 49]. Voltage measurement is an easy and popular method. However, this measurement technique is not always an accurate indicator [114, 49]. Moreover, it is impossible to take into account every point of voltage in order to provide an accurate SoC indication system. The EMF method is more accurately implementable for many battery types. However, other factors, such as temperature and ageing, must be considered. Load testing is an accurate and reliable battery capacity estimation technique but a load test equipment is required. The temperature effect proposed by Sheridan et al. [101] is a generic model which can be applied for many battery types but it is difficult to find detailed information from a vendor’s specifications, such as the activation energy and gas of the battery. The model proposed by Park et al. [25] covered the remaining capacity and the effect of temperature on battery capacity. However, they assumed the battery began with full capacity voltage, which might not apply for NiMH batteries because this battery type has a relatively high self-discharge rate on the first day after full charging. As a result, extending to cover temperature, ageing, self-discharge and other impact factors will be useful.

4.2.2 Current Consumption Estimation

There are several methods for determining the current consumption of sensor nodes. The existing mechanisms are hardware-based and software-based, including temperature effect and supply voltage changes.

Hardware-based Mechanism

To estimate node current consumption, many current consumption models [66, 117] tried to design the special circuits for finding the average leakage current consumption; however, detailed knowledge of electrical circuits is required. Oscilloscopes or ammeters are commercially available for measuring the current draw from the circuit of sensor nodes with accurate results. Since the unique characteristics of sensor network applications make it difficult to measure the power and
current consumption of each sensor node, Jiang et al. [56] developed hardware-based integrated circuits attached to sensor node boards for measuring the current consumption. This mechanism can capture phenomena such as per-node fluctuations.

**Software-based Mechanism**

Dunkels et al. [33] proposed a formula to calculate the energy consumption ($E$).

\[
\frac{E}{V} = I_a t_a + I_l t_l + I_t t_t + I_r t_r + \sum I_c t_c
\]  

(4.3)

where $V$ is the supply voltage, $I_a$ and $t_a$ are the current draw of the MCU (Micro-processor Control Unit) and time when the MCU has been running in active mode; $I_l$ and $t_l$ are the current draw and time of the MCU in low power or sleep mode; $I_t$ and $t_t$ are the current draw and the time of the communication device in transmit mode; $I_r$ and $t_r$ are the current draw and time of the communication device in receive mode; $I_c$ and $t_c$ are the current draw and time of other components such as sensors and LEDs. Then, the node current consumption ($I$) rate is equal to $\frac{E}{V t}$ where $t$ is the time period. In this model, all current draw, supply voltage and temperature are assumed as fixed values (e.g. 3 V and 25°C as defined in the data sheet).

**Temperature and Supply Voltage Effect**

The current consumption of electronic circuit is affected by both temperature and supply voltage [77]. As temperature increases, current draw is increased. Liao et al. [67] proposed a leakage current model with temperature as:

\[
I(T) = I_s \cdot \exp \left( \frac{-\alpha}{T - \beta} \right)
\]  

(4.4)

where $T$ is the temperature in Kelvin, $I_s$ is a constant current value, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the empirical constants which are decided by the circuit designs. Later, supply voltage is considered for leakage calculation as [66]:

\[
I(T, V_{dd}) = I_s(T_0, V_0) \cdot T^2 \cdot \exp \left( \frac{\alpha \cdot V_{dd} + \beta}{T} \right)
\]  

(4.5)

where $T$ is the temperature in Kelvin, $V_{dd}$ is the supply voltage, $I_s$ is a constant current at the reference temperature $T_0$ and supply voltage $V_0$, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are the empirical constants which are decided by the circuit designs. It is assumed that the constant current ($I_s$) is already known.
Discussion

Several mechanisms are used for finding the current draw of sensor nodes. Although a hardware-based mechanism can provide accurate results, it is of significantly high cost and complexity for large scale usage. Moreover, it is difficult to add to the existing hardware. In contrast, a software-based mechanism is easy to add to an existing system without additional per-unit cost. However, fixed voltage and current draw values are assumed for current consumption calculation using a software-based technique, which may not be accurate in real-world deployments as the current draw is usually dynamic, based on temperature and supply voltage. Temperature and supply-voltage-effect formulas focus only on the effects of the leakage current draw. They do not provide methods for finding the constant current draw. Therefore, it is interesting to add the temperature effect to the software-based technique.

4.2.3 Lifetime Estimation

The review of some lifetime estimation techniques for real world WSNs is presented as follows:

Based on Voltage Drop Rate

Hao et al. [46] proposed a technique for lifetime estimation as:

\[ Lt = \frac{V_{\text{init}} - V_{\text{cut}}}{V_{\text{rate}}} \]  

(4.6)

where \( V_{\text{init}} \) is the initial voltage of battery, \( V_{\text{cut}} \) is the cut-off voltage and \( V_{\text{rate}} \) is the voltage drop rate. In their experiment, it is observed that the average voltage drop rates are 16.5mV/day for Mica2 and 21.5mV/day for MicaZ. With an initial voltage level of 3.2V and the cut-off voltage of 2.2V, the estimated lifetimes are 60.6 d for Mica2 and 46.5 d for MicaZ.

Based on Quoted Capacity and Current Consumption

Selvig [97] presented a method to estimate the lifetime for sensor nodes based on CC2430 as:

\[ Lt = \frac{C}{T} \]  

(4.7)

where \( C \) is the battery capacity in mA h and \( T \) is the average current consumption. In this experiment, the battery capacity is assumed to be the capacity quoted by the vendor and the average current consumption is measured by an oscilloscope.
Since $I = \frac{E}{V}$, the software-based technique can be applied for finding the average current consumption by using Equation 4.3.

**Based on Quoted Capacity and Energy Consumption**

Landsiedel and Wehrle [62], proposed an energy monitoring model, called AEON, for a sensor node as:

$$E_{\text{rem}} = E_{\text{current}} - E$$

(4.8)

where $E_{\text{current}}$ is the current battery capacity in J, $E_{\text{rem}}$ is the remaining battery capacity in J and $E$ is the energy consumption which can be obtained by using Equation 4.3. The initial value of $E_{\text{current}}$ is the initial capacity of battery in J. The battery capacity is also assumed to be the capacity quoted by the vendor. For example, the initial capacity of alkaline battery with 2500 mA h is 27 000 J. The lifetime of a node ends if $E_{\text{rem}}$ of that node is empty. This model is implemented on top of AVRORA [112], a highly scalable sensor node simulator.

**Discussion**

The lifetime estimation based on voltage drop rate is suitable for a static load application. However, it is difficult to be applied in the real deployment since a load of each sensor is normally dynamic, which leads to dynamic voltage drop. Moreover, the voltage drop technique is not always an accurate indicator [114, 49]. The other two methods are widely used by many studies. However, they are based on quoted capacity and do not take account of other impact factors on lifetime, such as temperature and consumption rate.

**4.3 Summary and Discussion**

Node lifetime is an important metric in WSNs. It depends on two important factors, which are battery capacity and current consumption of the device. Several existing works for finding the battery capacity and the current draw are explored.

Many electrochemical techniques can describe the battery processes and capacities in good detail but they require highly detailed knowledge of electrochemicals. The gravity measurement is an uncomplicated technique. However, it can only be applied to unsealed batteries. Voltage measurement is a commonly used technique for battery capacity estimation but it cannot provide an accurate capacity indicator. More accuracy is provided by the EMF method which is able to be implemented for many battery types. However, it does not include other impact factors on battery capacity, such as temperature and ageing. Load testing covers temperature and ageing effects and provides accurate and reliable battery capacity.
estimation. However, it requires a special device, called a load tester. A generic model for the temperature effect is proposed by Sheridan et al. [101], which can be applied to many battery types. However, information details of the battery are required. Park et al. [25] proposed a model covering the remaining capacity and the effect of temperature on battery capacity. However, the full capacity voltage is assumed which might not be applied for NiMH battery type since there is a high self-discharge rate on the first day after full charging for this battery type.

To find the current draw of sensor nodes, the hardware-based method can provide accurate results. However, it is significantly high cost and difficult to add to the existing hardware. A software-based mechanism is easy to include into the existing system without additional per-unit cost, but fixed voltage and current draw values are normally assumed for current consumption calculation. The temperature and supply voltage effect formulas focused only the effect value on the leakage current draw but the method for finding the constant current draw was not provided.

Some lifetime estimation methods are presented. Monitoring the voltage drop is not appropriate in real world deployment, while the other methods do not consider some impact factors on lifetime, such as temperature and consumption rate.

As a result of accurate node lifetime estimation, the challenge is to propose a new generic technique for finding the battery capacity which covers temperature, ageing and self-discharging as well as other impact factors. Moreover, the software-based technique for finding the current consumption should be extended to cover the effect of temperature.
Chapter 5

Energy and Lifetime Aware Routing

5.1 Introduction

A sensor network is considered alive if it consists of a number of nodes which are able to transmit the collected sensor data to the base station [30]. Many approaches aim to balance the consumption of energy in wireless networks that maximises the number of alive nodes and can lead to an increase of network lifetime. The existing works in energy and lifetime aware routing algorithms are presented, including the discussion sections.

5.2 Existing Energy and Lifetime Aware Routing

Owing to energy constrained networks, energy consumption is an important metric in WSNs. Moreover, packet retransmissions should be minimised by sending packets through a good quality link in order to enhance the lifetime of the network. Therefore, link quality is normally included in the routing algorithm to select a good path. Furthermore, routing algorithms for WSNs have to ensure reliable multihop communication under the conditions where the sensor nodes have a limited transmission range, processing power and storage capability. To meet those conditions, many energy and lifetime aware routing protocols have been proposed. The following subsections present a review of some energy and lifetime aware routing protocols for real world WSNs.
5.2.1 Resource Aware and Link Quality (RLQ)

The Expected Transmission Count (ETX) [29] is the expected number of transmissions and retransmissions required to deliver a packet from the sender to the destination. It is a common link quality metric used for many routing algorithms in wireless networks. The lowest ETX means the least number of packet transmissions per packet delivery to the next hop or base station. The quality of a link based on ETX is calculated as:

\[
ETX = \frac{1}{d_f \cdot d_r}
\]  

(5.1)

where \(d_f\) is the probability that a data packet successfully arrives at the receiver and \(d_r\) is the probability that the ACK packet is successfully received at the sender.

The ETX calculation is modified by Gungor et al. to:

\[
ETX = \sum_{i=0}^{K} i \cdot (1 - PRR)^i \cdot PRR
\]  

(5.2)

where \(PRR\) and \(K\) are the Packet Reception Rate and the maximum number of retransmissions before the packet is ignored. These values are reported by the MAC/PHY layer.

In RLQ [44], the routing decision is based on the link cost which depends on the energy consumption for transmission and reception, residual energy and the link quality. The link cost is defined as:

\[
Link_{cost} = \eta_{tx} + \eta_{rx}
\]  

(5.3)

where \(\eta_{tx}\) and \(\eta_{rx}\) are the normalised energy cost for the sender and the receiver, which are calculated as:

\[
\eta_{tx} = \left[\left(C_{tx-data} + C_{tx-ack}\right) \cdot ETX\right]^x \cdot \left[1 + \left(1 - \frac{E_{tx-res}}{E_{tx-init}}\right)\right]^y
\]  

(5.4)

\[
\eta_{rx} = \left[\left(C_{rx-data} + C_{rx-ack}\right) \cdot ETX\right]^x \cdot \left[1 + \left(1 - \frac{E_{rx-res}}{E_{rx-init}}\right)\right]^y
\]  

(5.5)

where \(x\) and \(y\) are the weighting factors; \(C_{tx-data}\) and \(C_{rx-ack}\) are the energy consumption during transmitting data and receiving acknowledgement for the sender; \(E_{tx-init}\) and \(E_{tx-res}\) are the initial and remaining energy of the sender; \(C_{rx-data}\) and \(C_{tx-ack}\) are the energy consumption during receiving data and transmitting acknowledgement for the receiver; \(E_{rx-init}\) and \(E_{rx-res}\) are the initial and remaining energy of the receiver.

To change the routing decision, the weighting factors are adjusted. The routing
decision is based on the minimum hop count if both \( x \) and \( y \) are zero. If \( x=1 \) and \( y=0 \), the routing decision is based on link quality (the total energy consumption). If \( x=0 \) and \( y=1 \), the routing decision is based on the residual energy of the node. If both are 1, the routing decision is based on both link quality and the residual energy of the node.

### 5.2.2 Collection Tree Protocol (CTP)

CTP [40] is a tree-based distance vector routing protocol designed for sensor networks. It uses three mechanisms to overcome the challenges faced by distance vector routing protocols in WSN. These mechanisms are link quality estimation, datapath validation and adaptive beaconing.

- **Link Quality Estimation**

  In CTP, the ETX is calculated at link layer. The popular technique is a four-bit link estimator [36]. Four bits are used for accurate link estimation from three layers as shown in Figure 5.1. The first 2-bits: COMPARE and PIN, are taken from the network layer to identify the importance of that link. The next bit, ACK, is from the link layer which relates to packet acknowledgement information. The last bit, WHITE, is from the physical layer to identify the quality of signal, LQI, RSSI and SNR.

![Four-Bits Link Estimator](image)

**Figure 5.1: Four-Bits Link Estimator [36]**

When a node receives a packet from a neighbour which does not exist in the neighbour table, this neighbour will be added in the table if there are free entries available. Otherwise, the neighbour is evaluated for replacing an entry in the table which is unpinned (PIN bit is not set) and has the worst link quality (ETX value > ETX threshold). If no such entry can be
found, the WHITE and COMPARE bits are used for further decision. If both WHITE and COMPARE bits are set for that neighbour, it will be considered for insertion by replacing one of the unpinned entries in the table (random selection). In contrast, if its WHITE or COMPARE bits are not set, it will not be considered for insertion. The ACK bit is used for ETX calculation on the sender side.

The ETX estimation on the sender side is \([48, 43]\):

\[
ETX_s = \frac{T_p}{A_p} \tag{5.6}
\]

where \(T_p\) is the total number of sent packets and \(A_p\) is the number of acknowledged packets. On the receiver side, the Packet Reception Ratio (PRR) is calculated based on the number of received packets \(R_p\) and total sent packets \(T_p\) \([48, 43]\). The receiver uses packet sequences to determine the number of total sent packets.

\[
PRR = \frac{R_p}{T_p} \tag{5.7}
\]
The resulting PRR value is then inversed to turn it into an ETX value as:

$$ETX_r = \frac{1}{PRR}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.8)

The window mean with Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) is applied for every $n$ sent or received packets in order to increase stability against instant fluctuations as [43]:

$$ETX_s(n) = \alpha \cdot ETX_s(n-1) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot ETX_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.9)

$$ETX_r(n) = \alpha \cdot ETX_r(n-1) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot ETX_r$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.10)

where $ETX_s(n-1)$ and $ETX_r(n-1)$ are the ETX values of the previous packet and $\alpha$ is a weighting factor between 0 and 1. Based on Equation 5.1, these two ETX values are combined by applying $d_s$ with $\frac{1}{ETX_s(n)}$ and $d_r$ with $\frac{1}{ETX_r(n)}$. After that, ETX of four-bit estimator is calculated by using a second EWMA as:

$$ETX_{4B}(n) = \alpha \cdot ETX_{4B}(n-1) + (1 - \alpha) \cdot ETX$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.11)

• Datapath Validation

Looping may occur due to changing link qualities, which causes network congestion and energy drain because of looping packets. As a result, these problems must be detected as quickly as possible. To detect these problems, datapath validation is used at the time of data packet transmission. Data packet transmissions and receptions are used for probing this problem. CTP can detect looping if the packets do not make progress towards the destination in the routing metric space.

• Adaptive Beaconing

Routing protocols normally send broadcast packets at a fixed interval. With a small interval the protocol is more responsive to the changes in the network. However, it uses more bandwidth and energy. For a large interval, it uses less bandwidth and energy but it gives slow response to the change of network status. CTP introduced adaptive beaconing to break this tradeoff. Nodes send beacons faster if the topology is inconsistent and has problems. Otherwise, they reduce the beaconing rate exponentially. Therefore, CTP can quickly respond to adverse wireless dynamics while incurring low control overhead in the long term. The interval timer is reset to a small value when
one or more of the following conditions are met: (1) the routing table is empty; (2) The routing ETX of node increases by $\geq 1$ transmission; (3) the node hears a packet with the "Pull" bit set (which means the other node requests the routing information).

The CTP routing frame is shown in Figure 5.3.

```
  1
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|P|C| reserved |      parent     |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|     parent    |       ETX       |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
|      ETX      |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| ETX          |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| ++++++++++++++++++
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Figure 5.3: The CTP Routing Frame [40]

Field definitions are as follows:

- **P**: Routing pull
  
The P bit allows nodes to request routing information from other nodes. If a node with a valid route hears a packet with the P bit set, it SHOULD transmit a routing frame in the near future.

- **C**: Congestion notification
  
  If a node drops a CTP data frame, it MUST set the C field on the next routing frame it transmits.

- **Parent**
  
The node’s current parent.

- **ETX**
  
The node’s current ETX routing metric value.
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During the start topology formation, one of all nodes advertises itself as a root node (with ETX=0) by broadcasting a beacon frame to other nodes. The rest of the nodes join the routing tree by sending the request for routing information until they receive replied frames which contain node id and an ETX metric. The path with lowest cost is selected for forwarding data. The path cost is a cumulative of ETX from the node to the root. A node will forward packets to its parent which is the next hop neighbour of the selected path. After finishing parent selection, that node starts broadcasting beacon frames which are similar to the root node to establish connections with new adjacent nodes. The path selection algorithm of CTP is shown in Figure 5.4.

1. Initialize()
   \( \text{minETX} \leftarrow 0xFFFF; \)
2. ParentSelection()
   for \( \text{RoutingTable}[i] \)
     If(\( \text{minETX} > \text{RoutingTable}[i].\text{ETX} \)) \& (\( \text{RoutingTable}[i].\text{valid} \))
       \( \text{minETX} \leftarrow \text{RoutingTable}[i].\text{ETX}; \) bestETXRoute \( \leftarrow \text{RoutingTable}[i].\text{nodeid}; \)
     endif
   endfor
   Return bestETXRoute.nodeid;

Figure 5.4: CTP Algorithm

5.2.3 Energy and Link Quality Based Routing Tree (ELQR)

ELQR [84] is extended from CTP. It takes the routing decision based on ETX and the residual energy of the nodes. The routing table has an additional entry for the neighbour node’s residual energy. From the routing table, the algorithm searches for the node with the highest residual energy and the node with minimum ETX. The node will be selected as the parent node if it has high energy and minimum ETX. If no one is satisfied to be a parent node, then the node with maximum energy with ETX value below threshold \( \beta \) will be considered as the parent or the minimum ETX with energy above threshold \( \alpha \) will be considered as a candidate. The next optimum energy/ETX nodes are considered by searching the table again if none of these conditions are met. The nodes with low energy are removed from the routing table (marked as invalid) to avoid a hole in the network, which leads to network partitioning. Similarly, the nodes with bad wireless link quality are also removed from the routing table to avoid a huge number of retransmissions,
which leads to unnecessary energy waste. The path selection algorithm is shown in Figure 5.5.

1. Initialize()
   $\text{maxEnergy} \leftarrow 0; \text{minETX} \leftarrow 0xFFFF; \beta \leftarrow 50$
2. RouteSearch()
   for RoutingTable[i]
     If ((maxEnergy < RoutingTable[i].energy) & (RoutingTable[i].valid))
       maxEnergy $\leftarrow$ RoutingTable[i].energy;
       bestEnergyRoute $\leftarrow$ RoutingTable[i].nodeid;
     endif
     If (minETX > RoutingTable[i].ETX) & (RoutingTable[i].valid))
       minETX $\leftarrow$ RoutingTable[i].ETX; bestETXRoute $\leftarrow$ RoutingTable[i].nodeid;
     endif
   endfor
3. ParentSelection()
   // Choose the link with high energy and good quality link
   If (bestETXRoute == bestEnergyRoute)
     Parent $\leftarrow$ bestEnergyRoute.nodeid;
   // Choose the best ETX path
   elseif (bestETXRoute.Energy > $\alpha$)
     Parent $\leftarrow$ bestETXRoute.nodeid;
   // Choose the best Energy path
   elseif (bestEnergyRoute.ETX < (minETX + $\beta$))
     Parent $\leftarrow$ bestEnergyRoute.nodeid; $\beta \leftarrow \beta + \beta \times \text{Round} / 100$
   // search for the next alternative parent
   else
     bestEnergyRoute.valid $\leftarrow$ 0; bestETXRoute.valid $\leftarrow$ 0; Repeat step 1;
   endif
Return Parent

Figure 5.5: ELQR Algorithm

5.2.4 Energy Aware and Link Quality Based Routing (ELR)

ELR [83], also extended from CTP, is based on energy awareness and link quality. In this algorithm, the routing table has an additional entry of energy which indicates the lowest energy of nodes in the route. There are two threshold parameters: an energy threshold ($E_{th}$) and ETX difference threshold ($ETX_{diff-th}$). After finding the best ETX route and the best energy route, the difference ETX ($ETX_{diff}$) is calculated. The node will be selected as parent node if it has both
the highest route energy and lowest ETX. In case the condition is not met, the node with the best energy route will be selected if its $ETX_{\text{diff}}$ is less than or equal to $ETX_{\text{diff-th}}$. In the case of no one being chosen, the node will be selected if it has the best ETX route and energy greater than the energy threshold. Otherwise, the node with the best ETX route is removed from the routing table (set to invalid) and the cycle is repeated until a best route has been selected. The algorithms for finding the best ETX route, the best energy route and path selection are shown in Figure 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8.

bestETXRoute()  
minETX ← 0xFFFF;  
for RoutingTable[i]  
    If(minETX > RoutingTable[i].ETX) & (RoutingTable[i].valid))  
        minETX ← RoutingTable[i].ETX;  
        $R_a$ ← RoutingTable[i].nodeid;  
    endif  
endfor  
Return $R_a$;

Figure 5.6: bestETXRoute Algorithm

bestEnergyRoute()  
maxEnergy ← 0;  
for RoutingTable[i]  
    If((maxEnergy < RoutingTable[i].energy) & (RoutingTable[i].valid))  
        maxEnergy ← RoutingTable[i].energy;  
        $R_b$ ← RoutingTable[i].nodeid;  
    endif  
endfor  
Return $R_b$;

Figure 5.7: bestEnergyRoute Algorithm
1. Initialize()
   \( R_a \leftarrow \text{bestETXRoute}(); \)
   \( R_b \leftarrow \text{bestEnergyRoute}(); \)
   \( ETX_{diff} \leftarrow R_b.ETX - R_a.ETX; \)

2. ParentSelection()
   If \( (R_a == R_b) \)
     Return \( R_a; \)
   elseif \( (ETX_{diff} \leq ETX_{diff-th}) \)
     Return \( R_b; \)
   elseif \( (R_a > E_{th}) \)
     Return \( R_a; \)
   else
     \( R_a \text{.valid} \leftarrow 0; \)
     Repeat step 1;
   endif

Figure 5.8: ELR Algorithm

5.2.5 Routing Protocol for Low-power and lossy network (RPL)

The RPL is an IPv6 Routing Protocol for WSNs. The design of RPL is also based on CTP mechanisms [119]. RPL has control message options with a generic format that can be used with different routing metrics and constraints. The control message format of the Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) metric container is illustrated in Figure 5.9.

```
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
| TYPe = 0x02 | Option Length | Metric Data
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-
```

Figure 5.9: The RPL Control Message Option for DAG Metric Container [118]

In the Metric Data field, the metrics and constraints will be carried in the DAG metric container format as defined in Figure 5.10.

Field definitions are as follows:

- Routing-MC-Type (Routing Metric/Constraint Type - 8 bits)
  
  This field uniquely identifies each Routing Metric/Constraint object and is managed by IANA as shown in Table 5.1 [115].

- Res Flags field (6 bits)
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Figure 5.10: The RPL Routing Metric/Constraint Object [115]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routing-MC-Type</th>
<th>Res Flags</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Prec</th>
<th>Length (bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is an unassigned-bits field and considered as reserved.

- **P flag**
  This field is only used for recorded metrics. When it is cleared, all nodes along the path successfully record the corresponding metric. When it is set, this indicates that one or several nodes along the path could not record the metric of interest (either because of lack of knowledge or because this was prevented by policy).

- **C flag**
  When the C flag is set, this means that the Routing Metric/Constraint object refers to a routing constraint. When cleared, the routing object refers to a routing metric.

- **O flag**
  This flag is used exclusively for routing constraints (C flag is set). When set, this indicates that the constraint specified in the body of the object is optional. When cleared, the constraint is mandatory. If the C flag is zero, the O flag must be set to zero on transmission and ignored on reception.
• R flag
    This flag is only relevant for a routing metric (C=0) and MUST be cleared for C=1. When it is set, this means the routing metric is recorded along the path. In contrast, if it is cleared, the routing metric is aggregated.

• A Field (3 bits)
    This field is only relevant for metrics and is used for indicating: if A=0, the routing metric is additive; if A=1, the routing metric reports a maximum; if A=2, the routing metric reports a minimum; if A=3, the routing metric is multiplicative. This field has no meaning when the C flag is set (i.e. when the Routing Metric/Constraint object refers to a routing constraint) and is only valid when the ‘R’ bit is cleared. Otherwise, the A field has to be set to 0 and must be ignored on receipt.

• Prec field (4 bits)
    The Prec field indicates the precedence of this Routing Metric/Constraint object relative to other objects in the container. This is useful when a DAG Metric Container contains several Routing Metric objects. Its value ranges from 0 to 15. The value 0 means the highest precedence.

• Length (8 bits)
    this field defines the length of the object body, expressed in bytes. It ranges from 0 to 255.

Although RPL supports several metrics, ETX is the most widely used and well-acknowledged in RPL implementations on both TinyOS (TinyRPL) and Contiki (ContikiRPL). Therefore, the path selection algorithm is similar to CTP. With 2 bytes length of ETX metric, the length field in the Routing Metric/Constraint Object has a value of 2 and the option length field in the RPL Control Message Option has a value of 6. The routing beacon of RPL is called the DODAG Information Object (DIO) message. The beacon timer is called the trickle timer.

5.2.6 Discussion

Three metrics: energy consumption, residual energy and ETX, have been taken into account for path selection of the surveyed algorithms. Table 5.2 summarises the metrics used for each algorithm.

In RLQ, all three metrics are used for path selection. However, the sender node only considers the metrics of its link to its neighbours. This can lead to the
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routing Algorithm</th>
<th>Energy Consumption</th>
<th>Residual Energy</th>
<th>ETX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RLQ</td>
<td>Next hop</td>
<td>Next hop</td>
<td>Next hop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPL</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELQR</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Next hop</td>
<td>Path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELR</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Path</td>
<td>Path</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: The Summation of Routing Metrics for Path Selection

![Diagram of the routing issue](image)

**Figure 5.11: Example Routing Issue**

reduction of node lifetime and, consequently, the network lifetime. Figure 5.11 illustrates the routing issue. Node $N_4$ has two possible paths to the base station, via $N_3$ or $N_2$. Since the ETX of link $N_4 \rightarrow N_2$ is better than $N_4 \rightarrow N_3$, $N_2$ will be selected even though it is not a good path (high packet retransmissions at $N_0 \rightarrow BR$). CTP and RPL overcome this problem by using path ETX instead of next hop ETX. The sum of ETX from $N_4 \rightarrow BR$ via $N_3$ (path ETX = 3.1) is lower than via $N_2$ (path ETX = 4). However with energy constrained, overloading can occur at $N_2$ and $N_0$. Consequently, they will be drained of energy faster. This problem is solved in ELQR by using the residual energy metric. Nevertheless, ELQR considers only the residual energy of the neighbour nodes, which is not sufficient information for lifetime balancing among forwarding nodes. ELR extends to using path residual energy instead of the residual energy of the next hop. Therefore, it has a higher number of alive nodes than the other three algorithms.
Normally, node lifetime is short with low residual energy. However, it is possible that a node with high residual energy runs out of energy before another with lower residual energy because it also has a high energy consumption rate. Since node lifetime depends on both residual energy and the energy consumption rate, a routing algorithm should include both of them in the routing metrics by changing from path residual energy to path lifetime for an increase in network lifetime.

5.3 Summary and Discussion

Five routing algorithms have been discussed which are RLQ, CTP, RPL, ELQR and ELR. Although RLQ takes energy consumption, residual energy and ETX metrics into account for path selection, it only considers the metrics for next hop view. In CTP and RPL, it considers the metric in the entire routing path but only path ETX is taken into account. The residual energy of next hop is added in ELQR but it is not sufficient information for lifetime balancing among forwarding nodes. ELR extends to the use of path residual energy. However, it is still not enough information for lifetime balancing since node lifetime depends on both residual energy and energy consumption rate. Therefore, it is interesting to replace path residual energy with path lifetime in the routing metrics for an increase of network lifetime.
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EETPC: Energy-Efficient TPC

6.1 Introduction

RSS can be affected by several factors, such as distance, transmission power, height above ground, multipath reflection environment, node’s capabilities, temperature, and noise and interference. Therefore, these factors are investigated. The new TPC mechanism, called EETPC (Energy-Efficient Transmission Power Control) is proposed, which includes new equations and ND technique for supporting EE TPC. In this chapter, the impact factors on RSS are presented. Then, it describes the proposed energy-efficient transmission mechanism including an implementation on real hardware and software platforms in WSNs. Finally, the feasibility of the proposed schemes is validated by both real hardware testbed and simulation experiments using performance metrics such as delay, energy consumption and packet loss rate with different scenarios.

6.2 Experimental Setup

Mica2 and N740 NanoSensor platforms are used in these experiments. Mica2 nodes are equipped with Chipcon CC1000 radio and a standard $\lambda/4$-monopole antenna. For N740 NanoSensor platform, a node is equipped with a CC2431 System-on-Chip, an IEEE 802.15.4 compliant RF transceiver and $\lambda/2$-dipole antenna. Experimental programmes are developed in TinyOS for Mica2 and Contiki for N740 Nanosensor. One node is connected to a laptop (via serial for Mica2 and USB for N740) for collecting statistics. The experiments have been conducted in two indoor environments: an empty room and a corridor as shown in Figure 6.1.
6.3 The Impact Factors on RSS

6.3.1 Distance

To investigate the impact of distance on RSS, an experiment was set up where a sender sent 500 packets with 0 dBm transmission power to the receiver every 3 seconds at several distances as shown in Figure 6.2. This experiment was set up in an empty indoor room with little or no significant multipath. The result of measured RSS and estimated RSS based on Equation 3.4 with $\eta=1.6$, $X_{\sigma}=0$ dBm and $d_0=0.5\text{m}$ is in Figure 6.3. It shows that RSS decreases as the distance increases. Estimated RSS values are close to $(\pm 4)$ the measured RSS values.
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6.3.2 Transmission Power

To investigate the relationship between RSS and transmission power, the sender sent out 500 packets with different transmission power levels. Fig 6.4 illustrates the comparison between average measured RSS with different transmission power levels Mica2 and N740.

Regarding the results in Fig 6.4, it can be concluded that the relationship between RSS and transmission power level is a linear correlation. These results exhibit similar behaviour to other studies [68, 73] which investigated in various environments and over a long period of time. Moreover, the linear traces for measured RSS at different transmission power levels are approximately parallel to each other and follow almost the same difference in dBm as it is between the power levels, for example, RSS of -5 dBm transmission power is less than RSS of 0 dBm transmission power around 5 dBm. Therefore, it can be assumed that there is the same path loss for all transmission power levels at the same distance and environment.
Figure 6.4: Comparison RSS of Different Transmission Power Levels for (a) Mica2 (b) N740

6.3.3 Height above ground

To investigate the impact of antenna height above ground on RSS, an experiment was set up where a sender sent 500 packets with maximum transmission power with 0.8 m above ground and at the ground level. Both transmitting and receiving nodes are put on the same height of ground.

For ground level, the heights of antenna \((H_1)\) are 0.08 m and 0.1 m for Mica2 and N740 (measuring from physical height of antenna). For 0.8 m above ground, the heights of antenna \((H_1)\) are 0.88 m and 0.9 m for Mica2 and N740. The different signal strength between 0.8 m height and ground level for Mica2 and N740 are around 10 and 9 dBm, respectively, which is shown in Figure 6.5.
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6.3.4 Multipath

To investigate the impact of multipath on RSS, an experiment is set up where a sender sends 500 packets with maximum transmission power. This experiment is set up in the corridor environment. Figure 6.6 shows the comparison between estimated values based on LNSM with $\eta = 1.6$, $X_\sigma = 0$ dBm and $d_0 = 1$ m and the average measured values.

![Figure 6.5: Comparison RSS of Different Antenna Heights above ground](image)

![Figure 6.6: Comparison between Measured $RSS_{max}$ and Estimated $RSS_{max}$ for Mica2 and N740](image)

Generally, RSS is inversely proportional to the square of the distance. However, the average measured values of RSS vary due to a problem of wave reflection from the corridors wall as shown in Figure 6.7. Depending on phase, indirect path signals can amplify the direct signal as well as weaken it. If the indirect signals arrive in phase with the direct one, it increases the amplitude and making overall signal appear stronger on the receiving end as in the 2 and 8 metre distances. Therefore, $X_\sigma$ has to be adjusted at each distance for RSS estimation. Moreover,
even though signal strength is high, it exhibits low quality and high fluctuations.

Figure 6.7: Signal Reflection

6.3.5 Node’s Capability

To investigate the effect of node’s transmission capability, two senders (Node1 and Node2) send 500 packets in the same environment with several distances. As shown in Figure 6.8, all the RSS values of Node1 are a bit higher than the values of Node2. Therefore, it can be concluded that the same path loss model cannot be used for all sensors, even though they have the same hardware. It needs to be adjusted depending on the capability of each node.

Figure 6.8: Comparison between RSS of Node1 and Node 2

6.3.6 Temperature Effect

This experiment is carried out indoors. Two nodes, called the sender and forwarder, are placed in the control environment, while another node, called the
receiver, is placed in the normal room conditions as shown in Figure 6.9. Only the sender node is not equipped with antenna. The effect of temperature is investigated in the two different settings. In the first test, the controlled environment is exposed to a temperature variation from 22°C to 28°C caused by a heater. For the second test, the sender and forwarder are wrapped in plastic bags and put in the refrigerator with the temperature variation from 25°C to 5°C. Every 5 minutes, the sender reads 10 temperature values and sends 10 packets to the forwarder. Then, these packets are forwarded to the receiver attached with the measured RSS of received packets from the sender. After that, the receiver forwards those messages attached with the measured RSS of received packets from the forwarder for collecting statistics. These 10 packets are used for averaging the temperature and RSS.

![Controlled Environment Diagram](image)

Figure 6.9: Temperature Experiment

The RSS collected with an increase of temperatures for the sender and forwarder are shown in Figure 6.10. The high temperature affects the signal strength of the forwarder. When the temperature rises from 22°C to 28°C, the RSS of the forwarder decreases approximately 2 dBm, which means the RSS decreases around 0.33 dBm when temperature increases 1°C. This shows the effect of temperature on the transmitter while the temperature of the receiver is fixed at room temperature (around 22°C). Moreover, it is found that when both the transmitting and receiving nodes are in the rising temperature, the effects are summed as 4-5 dBm decrease in RSS. Both Mica2 and N740 exhibit similar trends as well as the results from the temperature experimented in Bannister et al. [16].

From the second test, an increase of RSS for Mica2 is 3 dBm when the temperature of the transmitting node is cooled from 25°C to 10°C, while RSS increases 4 dBm for N740 from 25°C to 5°C. This means that the RSS increases around 0.2 dBm when temperature decreases 1°C for both Mica2 and N740. When both transmitting and receiving nodes are cooled, RSS increases around 5 dBm for Mica2 and 7 dBm for N740, which are close to double in the effects on only the transmitting node. These results also exhibit the same trends as the temperature experiments of Boano et al. [24]. A slight difference may be caused by humidity or other factors.
6.3.7 Noise and Interference

Noise is the unwanted signal which may affect RSS. Normally, the receiver can receive packets if the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is greater than the SNR threshold. However, even if it can receive packets, noise can interfere with its normal operation, resulting in degradation of the RSS. To study the effect of noise and interference on RSS, a node, called a sender, is placed in the controlled environment, while another node, called a receiver, is placed in the normal room conditions. Since magnetic interference from electrical devices can interfere the wireless signal, the effect of noise and interference is investigated in two different settings. In the first test, the controlled environment is near a heater. For the second test, the
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controlled environment is in the refrigerator. Every 3 seconds, the sender node reads the temperature value and sends a packet to the receiver node. The receiver measures the RSS of every received packet. Two platforms: Mica2 and N740, are investigated concurrently in these two tests.

For the near heater test, the average RSS of Mica2 and N740 are -60 dBm and -47 dBm, while the average RSS of Mica2 and N740 are -64 dBm and -70 dBm for the refrigerator test. Received signal fluctuations by normal noise of Mica2 and N740 are around ±2 and ±3 for the near heater test, while they are ±2 and ±5 for the refrigerator test. Heater and refrigerator have an automatic on/cut-off

Figure 6.11: Effects of Low Temperature on RSS for (a) Mica2 (b) N740 Nano-sensor
Figure 6.12: Effects of Noise and Interference on RSS for (a) Heater (b) Refrigerator

depended on temperature. When the temperature drops lower than a specified value (e.g. 26 °C at 15 mins of running time), the heater switches to run and generates the interference signals. In a similar way, the refrigerator switches to run and generates the interference signals when the temperature rises higher than a specified value (e.g. 11 °C at 0 and 24 mins of running time). The degradation of
signal strength and more fluctuation occur during the period of interference. For both Mica2 and N740, the level of degradation by the heater interference and the refrigerator interference are around 2 dBm and 5 dBm, while the signal fluctuations increase to ± 6 and ± 10.

6.4 EETPC Design and Implementation

Transmission Power Control (TPC) is normally implemented in MAC/PHY layer. However, if the routing layer is not taken into account, TPC might be useless. For example, the routing layer always chooses an energy-inefficient path through which a node has to send packets with the maximum transmission power. In this dissertation, the proposed routing algorithm in Chapter 8 has already included transmission power as one of the routing metrics for path selection. The main objective of TPC in this section is energy consumption reduction for next hop transmission in WSNs.

6.4.1 EETPC Design

If $P_{T_{\text{max}}}$ denotes the maximum transmission power, then 2.10 is transformed to 6.1 by replacing $P_T$ with $P_{T_{\text{max}}}$. Thus, $RSS_{max}$ is the received power at the destination for transmission with $P_{T_{\text{max}}}$ which can be calculated as:

$$RSS_{max} = P_{T_{\text{max}}} - PL$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.1)

RSS Estimation

Based on the experiment in section 6.3.2, $PL$ is the same for all transmission power levels. Therefore, the new RSS estimation for any transmission power is written by combining 6.1 and 2.10 as:

$$RSS(P_T) = P_T + RSS_{max} - P_{T_{\text{max}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

Finding the Ideal Transmission Power

From Equation 6.2, if $RSS$ is replaced by the receiver sensitivity ($RSS_{\text{min}}$), the ideal transmission power ($P_{T_{\text{ideal}}}$) will be:

$$P_{T_{\text{ideal}}} = RSS_{\text{min}} - RSS_{max} + P_{T_{\text{max}}} + X$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

The accuracy of the equation can be improved by adding $X$ to cope with signal fluctuation and accuracy of RSSI measurement by the device. Values for both
receiver sensitivity ($RSS_{\text{min}}$) and maximum transmission power ($P_{T_{\text{max}}}$) can be obtained from the device data sheet, e.g. for CC2431 these values are -92 dBm and 0 dBm, respectively [8]. The measured $RSS_{\text{max}}$ can be obtained during the discovery process. The value of $X$ can be obtained by a survey measurement made over a wide range of locations. The simple calculation for $X$ is:

$$X = RSS_h - RSS_l + RSSI_{\text{accuracy}}$$  \hfill (6.4) 

where $RSS_h$ and $RSS_l$ are the highest and lowest $RSS$ values obtained in the survey measurement, and $RSSI_{\text{accuracy}}$ is the accuracy of RSSI measurement by the device which can be obtained from the device data sheet (e.g. 6 dBm for CC2420). The transmission power will be set to the closest power level provided by the radio device which is greater than or equal to the calculated one. In the worst case, the transmission power will be set to the maximum power if the calculated value is greater than the maximum power level provided by the radio device.

**Dynamic Transmission Power Adjustment**

Two methods are proposed for dynamic transmission power adjustment. The first is the formation of updated and accurate $RSS_{\text{max}}$. The second is the power compensation equation due to temperature change.

- **The Accurate $RSS_{\text{max}}$**

  Based on the proposed equation, the accurate $RSS_{\text{max}}$ value is essential. For dynamic power adjustment, the sender node has to keep updated on its current $RSS_{\text{max}}$ and finding the accurate $RSS_{\text{max}}$ ($AccRSS_{\text{max}}$) by using the Weighted Moving Average (WMA) as in Equation 6.5.

  $$AccRSS_{\text{max}} = \alpha \cdot PrevRSS_{\text{max}} + (1 - \alpha) \cdot CurrRSS_{\text{max}}$$  \hfill (6.5) 

  where $\alpha$ is the weighting factor, $PrevRSS_{\text{max}}$ is the previous obtained $RSS_{\text{max}}$, and $CurrRSS_{\text{max}}$ is the current $RSS_{\text{max}}$. In this research, the current data is assigned a higher weight than the previous one, i.e. a double weight as $\alpha = 0.33$. Then, the new appropriate transmission power level can be calculated by using Equation 6.3 with $RSS_{\text{max}}$ as $AccRSS_{\text{max}}$.

- **Temperature Effect Equation**

  Temperature effect can be included for transmission power adjustment as:

  $$P_{T_{\text{ideal}}}(T) = PrevP_{T_{\text{ideal}}} + \tau \cdot \text{diff}T$$  \hfill (6.6)
where $\text{Prev} P_{\text{ideal}}$ is the previous ideal transmission power calculated as $P_{\text{ideal}}$ using Equation 6.3, $\text{diff} T$ is the temperature changes (± Kelvin) after the previous ideal transmission power calculation and $\tau$ is temperature effect value, e.g. around 0.3 dBm obtained from temperature effect experiments in subsection 6.3.6.

### 6.4.2 EETPC Implementation

The proposed equation for finding the ideal power needs $\text{RSS}_{\text{max}}$ which can be provided by the ND process. Two existing ND algorithms are focused and modified. These algorithms are the asymmetric link ND and subset of Routing Protocol for Low-power and lossy network (RPL). The modified asymmetric link ND is proposed for single-hop and multihoming networks, while the modified subset of RPL is proposed for the multihop network.

#### Modified Asymmetric Link ND

For asymmetric link ND, after a node has been switched on, it starts broadcasting a hello packet with maximum transmission power to the base station (BS). Then, the base station replies with a unicast message with $\text{RSS}_{\text{max}}(\text{node}, \text{BS})$ to that node as shown in Figure 6.13. Then, that node can calculate the ideal power based on the proposed Equation 6.3. This process should run periodically to keep $\text{RSS}_{\text{max}}$ updated. For a multihoming network with multiple base stations, a node chooses the best base station to which it can transmit data packets with the lowest transmission power.

![Figure 6.13: Modified Asymmetric Link ND](image)

#### Modified subset of RPL

RPL router discovery is a subset of RPL protocol in the step of DIO and DAO message exchanges. Instead of using a static time period, RPL uses an adaptive timer mechanism, called the trickle timer. This mechanism controls the sending rate of DIO and DAO messages. An increase/decrease of the trickle timer depends on the stability of the network. If the consistency network is detected, the trickle
timer will be raised, which results in fewer DIO and DAO messages being sent in the network, while it is reduced where the inconsistency is detected. This consistency also reflects a strong signal of the receiving packet. To embed the proposed idea into the RPL router discovery process, some steps are modified. If RPL is configured only for traffic in the upward direction, $RSS_{\text{max}}$ can be obtained by measuring the RSS value of the DIO message sending with the maximum transmission power by a broader router (B) or a router (R). It is assumed that the link between two nodes is symmetrical in this case. If RPL is configured to support both upward and downward traffics and DAO acknowledgement is always requested, $RSS_{\text{max}}$ can be obtained from the DAO acknowledgement. While a host (H) or a router sends a DAO message, it uses the maximum transmission power. After receiving a DAO message, the receiving node (B or R) replies back a $DAO_{\text{ack}}$ message which includes the measured $RSS_{\text{max}}$ of that received DAO message. This $RSS_{\text{max}}$ value is placed in the reserved byte of $DAO_{\text{ack}}$ message. Therefore, no extra byte is required for the acknowledgement message. Then, that node can calculate the ideal power for transmission of data packets by using the proposed Equation 6.3. These steps are presented in Figure 6.14.

![Diagram](image-url)

Figure 6.14: Subset of RPL for supporting EETPC (a) upward traffic (b) upward and downward traffics
6.5 EETPC Evaluation

This section evaluates the EETPC equations and technique on three hardware platforms: Mica2, N740 and MicaZ. In this study, N740 sensors are run on real testbed experiments, while MicaZ nodes are run on the simulator. Mica2 are conducted on both a real testbed and simulator. The simulator used in this study is the AVRORA [112], a simulator based on Atmel AVR processor. It supports energy consumption calculation based on data sheet and a free-space path loss propagation model for RSS estimation. Moreover, noise and interference can be defined for each running time period. This allows for different environments even at the same position, which results in the different RSS values. In addition, if the RSS is lower than the noise value at that time, packet loss will occur. Four transmission power levels are used for this study, which are 0 dBm, -5 dBm, -10 dBm and -15 dBm. N740 platform is implemented on Contiki OS, while Mica2 platform is implemented on the TinyOS environment. MicaZ platform can be implemented on both Contiki and TinyOS environments.

6.5.1 Finding the ideal Power

Performance Metrics

Changing transmission power may affect three performance metrics: delay, packet loss rate and energy consumption. These metrics are evaluated through testbed and simulation experiments.

- Delay

There are two parts for delay which are ND delay and packet transmission delay. The ND delay is measured as the time from starting the discovery process by the sender node until receiving some information from the base station for finding the ideal transmission power. The packet transmission delay is measured as the time from data packet sending from the sender node until receiving that packet at the base station. Two delay factors, transmit time and radio propagation time, are important in the data packet transfer between two nodes. Transmit time is the time for a radio device to transmit a packet over a radio link. This also includes the power switching operation before starting sending the packet frame. Radio propagation time is the time for a signal to propagate over the air to reach the receiver. The packet transmission delay is obtained by using the Round Trip Time (RTT) of different transmission power levels testing.

Since the radio coverage of a WSN device is short and usually less than 100 metres, the propagation delay is negligible for different transmission power levels due to
radio propagation speed being 300 metres per microsecond [86]. The power switching operation takes very little time (in nanoseconds) [1, 7]. Therefore, it can be concluded that changing transmission power has no effect on packet transmission delay.

- Packet Loss Rate

There are pros and cons of changing transmission power for packet loss rate. Reducing transmission power causes a weak signal and may lead to an increase of packet loss. Moreover, lower transmission can exacerbate the classic hidden terminal problem and result in an increase of packet loss. However, the hidden terminal can also occur with the maximum power transmission and it has been coped with in the collision avoidance mechanism employed at the MAC layer. In addition, decreasing transmission power can reduce packet loss by reducing the collision domain and then allows concurrent transmission of nodes on the same channel as shown in Figure 6.15.

![Figure 6.15: (a) Hidden Terminal (b) Concurrent Transmission](image)

- Energy Consumption

Switching transmission power may increase the energy consumed by some components, e.g. CPU and radio transmitter need to run the power switching operations. However, this increase of energy consumption is very little compared to the transmission energy consumption, which is the dominant part in the total energy consumption. Reducing transmission power decreases the energy required for transmission. Moreover, it also reduces the receiving packets which are not addressed to neighbour nodes, which results in the overhearing energy consumption reduction of neighbour nodes. Based on the data sheet, it is assumed that the transitions between states for all devices are zero for calculation as in Equation 2.5. The AVRORA simulator also uses this technique to estimate the energy consumption of components and devices, such as CPU, LEDs, radio transceiver, sensor board and flash memory. Energy consumption for a node of three sensor platforms when it transmits 100 packets with different transmission power levels is shown in Figure 6.16.
Testbed Experiments

Three techniques: the original with maximum power, scanning-based and EETPC, are investigated for finding the ideal transmission power. They are implemented inside the standard MAC protocol provided in TinyOS for Mica2 and on Rime stack with Null-MAC in Contiki OS for N740. The packet retransmission is disabled. Based on EETPC Equation 6.3, 10 dBm is used for $X$. The values of -85 dBm and -95 dBm are used as $RSS_{min}$ for N740 and Mica2 in order to ensure that no transmission power reduction has been carried out for low quality signals. These experiments consist of two nodes, the sender and the base station. For finding the base station, the sender node starts the asymmetric ND process as shown in Figure 6.13 by sending a HELLO message with the maximum transmission power for the original one and EETPC, while it sends with the minimum power for the scanning based technique. If it does not receive an acknowledgement of that HELLO message in 1 second, it retransmits that packet with the maximum power for original and EETPC, while it retransmits with the next transmission...
power level for the scanning based technique. After completing the ND process, the sender starts sending 100 data packets with sequence numbers for measuring packet loss rate. The interval of sending each packet is 3 seconds. Two scenarios are applied in the experiments.

- **Scenario1: Strong Signal Position**

For this scenario, both the sender and the base station are placed at 0.8 m above ground level at 1 metre distance for obtaining strong signal from the sender to the receiver. All tests were repeated 3 times to find the average performance results.

![Graphs showing comparison of delay and energy consumption between Original, Scanning, and EETPC](image)

Figure 6.17: Comparison Testbed Result of Discovery Process at Strong Signal Position between Original, Scanning and EETPC (a) Delay (b) Energy Consumption

The experimental results show a similar behaviour for both sensor platforms. The average discovery period and discovery energy consumption at strong signal position are shown in Figure 6.17. All techniques consume the same amount of energy since they have almost the same discovery period. However as in Table 6.1, scanning and EETPC techniques can provide the minimal transmission power (-15 dBm), while the original technique always uses the maximum power level (0 dBm). Therefore, the overall energy consumption can be reduced around 3 - 20% for scanning and EETPC techniques compared to the original one as shown in Figure 6.18.
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Figure 6.18: Testbed Overall Energy Consumption at Strong Signal Position

Table 6.1: Testbed Experimental Result at Strong Signal Position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mica2</th>
<th>N740</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$RSS_{\text{max}}$ (dBm)</td>
<td>-60</td>
<td>-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original TX Power (dBm)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning TX Power (dBm)</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EETPC TX Power (dBm)</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Packet Loss (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Packet Loss (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EETPC Packet Loss (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• Scenario2: Weak Signal Position

For obtaining weak signal, the sender is not equipped with antenna and both the sender and the base station are placed at the ground level. All tests were repeated 3 times to find the average performance results.

Table 6.2: Testbed Experimental Result at Weak Signal Position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mica2</th>
<th>N740</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$RSS_{\text{max}}$ (dBm)</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td>-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original TX Power (dBm)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning TX Power (dBm)</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EETPC TX Power (dBm)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Packet Loss (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Packet Loss (%)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EETPC Packet Loss (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.19: Comparison Testbed Result of Discovery Process at Weak Signal Position between Original, Scanning and EETPC (a) Delay (b) Energy Consumption

Figure 6.20: Testbed Overall Energy Consumption at Weak Signal Position

At the weak signal position in Figure 6.19, the scanning-based approach has more delay in the discovery process since the sender has to send many broadcast
messages until the target power level has been found, while EETPC sends only one message to get the target one. This long delay leads to an increase in the energy consumption for the discovery process. Furthermore, when the process of neighbour discovery finishes late, it causes a delay in the start of data packet sending. The scanning-based technique can obtain the lowest transmission power level and its overall energy consumption is the lowest one in the sequence packet delivery without retransmission, as in Figure 6.20. However, packet loss may occur when the signal strength drops near the receiver sensitivity. That is why the packet loss occurs 5-20% for the scanning-based approach, as in Table 6.2. This will lead to higher overall energy consumption on a system with enabled retransmission.

Simulation Experiments

With similar scenarios to the testbed experiments, three techniques for finding the ideal transmission power are implemented in both TinyOS and Contiki with two hardware platforms: Mica2 and MicaZ. Moreover, two more scenarios are added for testing with multihoming and multihop networks. MicaZ platform is implemented in both TinyOS and Contiki environments, while only Mica2 platform is implemented in TinyOS. The packet retransmission is disabled. These simulation experiments run on the AVRORA simulator. The value of -95 dBm is used as $RSS_{\text{min}}$ for Mica2 and -90 dBm for MicaZ.

- Scenario1: Strong Signal Position

To obtain a strong signal, the distance between the sender and the base station is 1 metre. All tests were repeated 3 times to find the average performance results. The experimental results exhibit similar behaviours to the testbed experimental results. In Figure 6.21 and Table 6.3, discovery times for all techniques are almost the same for strong signal position. Both scanning and EETPC techniques can provide the minimal transmission power (-15 dBm) and they give lower energy consumption than the original technique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$RSS_{\text{max}}$ (dBm)</th>
<th>Mica2-TinyOS</th>
<th>MicaZ-TinyOS</th>
<th>MicaZ-Contiki</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original TX Power (dBm)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning TX Power (dBm)</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EETPC TX Power (dBm)</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Packet Loss (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Packet Loss (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EETPC Packet Loss (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.21: Comparison Simulation Result of Discovery Process at Strong Signal Position between Original, Scanning and EETPC (a) Delay (b) Energy Consumption

Figure 6.22: Simulation Overall Energy Consumption at Strong Signal Position
• Scenario 2: Weak Signal Position

To obtain a weak signal, the sender and the base station are placed at 10 metres distance. The scanning-based approach provides the lowest transmission power level and the lowest overall energy consumption. However, it has more delay and energy consumption in the discovery process. Moreover, packet losses of 4-7% occur for the scanning-based approach, as in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4: Simulation Experimental Result at Weak Signal Position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mica2-TinyOS</th>
<th>MicaZ-TinyOS</th>
<th>MicaZ-Contiki</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{RSS}_{\text{max}}$ (dBm)</td>
<td>-97</td>
<td>-83</td>
<td>-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original TX Power (dBm)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning TX Power (dBm)</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EETPC TX Power (dBm)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Packet Loss (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanning Packet Loss (%)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EETPC Packet Loss (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.23: Comparison Simulation Result of Discovery Process at Weak Signal Position between Original, Scanning and EETPC (a) Delay (b) Energy Consumption
This experiment is conducted on the AVRORA simulator with 16 nodes located randomly in the 8x16m area as shown in Figure 6.25. The experiment is implemented on Rime stack in Contiki OS for MicaZ. All nodes transmit packets at the same channel. To study collision in a controlled manner, carrier sense, random back-off and packet retransmission are disabled to allow free transmission of concurrent packets. Node0 and Node1 are the base stations. All other nodes need to start the ND process to find the base stations. Two techniques are investigated. For the first one, a node chooses the first base station which sends the replied message and then that node sends data packets with the maximum transmission power. For the second one, as the proposed technique for multihoming a node chooses the best base station to which it can send data packets with the lowest transmission power. Topology constructions for these two techniques are shown in Figure 6.26.

As shown in Figure 6.27, the overall packet loss and power consumption rates of EETPC technique are lower than transmission with the maximum powers. Reducing transmission power to the ideal one can decrease the energy consumption of transmission. Moreover, it reduces the collision domain and then allows concurrent transmission of nodes to different base stations, which results in packet loss reduction.
Figure 6.25: 16 Nodes in 8x16m Area

Figure 6.26: Comparison Topology for Choosing Base Station between (a) First (b) Minimum TX power
• Scenario 4: Multihop Environment

In this experiment, the EETPC technique is implemented for MicaZ platform using UDP protocol and RPL on μIPv6 in Contiki OS. MAC protocol is Null-MAC, which is disabled the carrier sense, random back-off and retransmit functions. All 16 nodes are placed randomly in the 8x16m area at the same positions as in the multihoming experiment. Node0 is configured as root node (also called the base station) in RPL.
Two techniques are investigated. For the first one with the original RPL, a node sends packets with the maximum transmission power. For the second one with modified router discovery of RPL, a node sends packets with the ideal transmission power. Since EETPC does not change RPL path selection, topology construction is the same for both original RPL and modified RPL, as shown in Figure 6.28. Overall, the EETPC technique consumes energy power equal to or lower than using the maximum transmission power. Concurrent transmission of nodes occurs between multihop nodes (Node 14 and Node 15) and other single-hop nodes. This is why packet loss reduction occurs significantly at Node14 and Node15.

![Figure 6.29: Multihop Network Result](image)

### 6.5.2 Dynamic Transmission Power Adjustment

In these experiments, four techniques are investigated which are static transmission power, RSSI Feedback-based, updated $RSS_{\text{max}}$ ($AccRSS_{\text{max}}$ as Equation 6.5 with $\alpha = 0.9$) by ND process and temperature effect based on Equation 6.6. The last two techniques are proposed in the EETPC design section. The experiment is implemented on Rime stack in Contiki OS for MicaZ and runs on the AVRORA simulator. Since the AVRORA simulator does not support temperature reading and the temperature effect on RSS, it is modified to include a temperature sensor reading and the temperature effect on RSS. It is assumed that the normal temperature is $25^\circ$C. An equation for calculating new RSS with temperature effect is $RSS_{\text{new}} = RSS - \tau (T-25)$, where $\tau$ is a temperature effect value (e.g. 0.3) and $T$ is the current temperature value. The value of 0.25 is chosen for increasing or decreasing temperature every 5 minutes. The value of noise and interference is
also changed every 5 minutes. These experiments consist of two nodes, called the sender and the base station. The sender starts finding the base station by sending a HELLO message with the maximum transmission power and uses the EETPC equation 6.3 for the ideal transmission power calculation. After completion of the ND process, the sender starts sending a data packets every 3 seconds. Only with the RSSI feedback-based technique, the base station replies back an acknowledgement of each data packet attached with current $RSS$ value for transmission power adjustment. The transmission power will be increased if the current $RSS < -90$ (assuming -90 is the lower threshold value), while it will be decreased if the current $RSS > -75$ (assuming -75 is the upper threshold value). For static transmission power, the transmission power is not changed during the experiment period. For updated $RSS_{max}$ by the discovery process, the ND process is repeated every 5 minutes and the new $RSS_{max}$ is obtained to recalculate the ideal power. For temperature effect, the sender reads the temperature value during the discovery process and repeats the temperature reading every 5 minutes for adjusting transmission power based on equation 6.6. Running time is 4 hours for both decreasing and increasing temperature tests.

Scenario 1: Decreasing Temperature

RSS increases when temperature decreases. In Figure 6.30 and Table 6.5, static technique uses the static transmission power, therefore it give the worst transmission power level. For the temperature effect technique, it can provide the best transmission power level and lowest energy consumption. However, packet loss occurs since it does not cover the noise and interference changing. The RSSI feedback technique can cover this problem as well as RSS changed due to temperature, but it consumes high energy owing to requiring an acknowledge packet for each sending one. For updated RSS by the discover process, energy consumption is lower than RSSI feedback because it updates the current RSS every 5 minutes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Packet Loss (%)</th>
<th>Energy (J)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>444.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSSI Feedback</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>446.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updated RSS by Discovery Process</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>444.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Effect Equation</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>444.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.30: Comparison of Decreasing Temperature between (a) Static (b) RSSI Feedback (c) Updated RSS (AccRSS<sub>max</sub>) by Discovery Process (d) Temperature Effect Equation

**Scenario 2: Increasing Temperature**

With increasing temperature in Figure 6.31 and Table 6.6, the static technique does not change the transmission power. Therefore, the highest packet loss occurs. Similar to the reducing temperature test, the RSSI feedback technique can cover RSS changing due to the temperature and interference effects, but it consumes the highest energy. The temperature effect technique provides lower energy consumption but gives the higher packet loss. Updated RSS by the discovery process technique gives a compromise between energy consumption and packet loss.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Packet Loss (%)</th>
<th>Energy (J)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>444.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSSI Feedback</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>446.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updated RSS by Discovery Process</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>444.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature Effect Equation</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>444.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Several factors, such as distance, transmission power, height above ground, multipath reflection environment, nodes capabilities and temperature, are investigated and analysed. RSS estimation equation for any temperatures is proposed to explain the effect of this impact factor. Normally, RSS decreases as the distance increases, but multipath reflection can amplify or weaken it. Moreover, RSS can be affected by an antenna which depends on its effective length or effective height. Reducing the effective length of the antenna decreases the signal strength. Placing a node high above the ground may help to get the best reception since it increases the effective height of an antenna. Due to the capability of the node, the same path loss model cannot be used for all sensors, even if they have the same hardware. A high temperature decreases the signal strength of both the sender and receiver, while RSS increases when temperature decreases. Therefore, compensation may be required for the signal strength dropping or increasing due to temperature change.

The RSS value for each transmission power level can be estimated by using...
either the distance-based path loss model or the RSS estimation proposed in the EETPC design. The distance-based approach does not cover multipath, while the EETPC estimation technique does. Experimental results show that RSS estimation by using the distance-based path loss may need to be adjusted for each node’s capabilities and multipath environments which are normally found in real world situations. Moreover, for cover with other factors, it requires many complex factor values to be computed, such as the distance between sender and receiver, antenna gain, radio frequency and so on. In contrast, the EETPC equation, as proposed in this work, uses only the measured $RSS_{max}$ value for calculation. This measured $RSS_{max}$ can be automatically obtained during the neighbour discovery process.

For finding the ideal transmission power, the discovery process has been modified for providing $RSS_{max}$ value without adding new steps or messages. This RSS value is then used for finding the transmission power based on EETPC for the ideal transmission power equation. The equation adds a value $X$ to cope with signal fluctuation and the accuracy of RSSI measurement by the device. Three performance metrics: delay, energy consumption and the packet loss rate, are investigated. Both scanning-based and EETPC techniques can provide the ideal transmission power and lowest energy consumption. However, at the weak signal point, scanning-based approach has a long delay in the discovery process for finding the ideal power. This long delay leads to an increase of the energy consumption for the discovery process and causes a delay in the start of data packet sending. Moreover, the scanning-based may obtain too low transmission power levels which can cause a greater packet loss rate. When applying the EETPC technique for multihoming and multihop networks, it gives lower packet loss and power consumption rates compared to the original technique sending with maximum transmission power. The EETPC technique provides an ideal transmission power which leads to a decrease in the transmission energy consumption. Moreover, it reduces the collision domain and then allows concurrent transmission of nodes in the network, which results in packet loss reduction.

For dynamic power adjustment, two techniques are proposed: the temperature effect equation and updated RSS by the repeating discovery process. These two techniques are compared with the RSSI feedback and static transmission power techniques. Since the static technique uses the static transmission power, it gives the worst transmission power level. As for the temperature effect technique, it can provide better transmission power level and lower energy consumption. However, packet loss may occur since it does not cover the environment changing, such as noise and interference. The RSSI feedback technique can cover environment changing, but it consumes high energy owing to requiring an acknowledge packet for each sending one. Updated RSS by the discovery technique gives a compromise
between energy consumption and packet loss and seems to be the best solution. However, tradeoff between energy consumption and packet loss is needed. More frequent updates lead to the consumption of more energy, like the RSSI feedback technique, while less frequent updates lead to packet loss, as with the static transmission power technique. For less frequent updates, combining between the updated RSS by the discovery process and the temperature effect techniques may give a better performance.
7.1 Introduction

This research proposes formulas and processes for lifetime estimation which covers many factors causing the different lifetime periods, such as battery type, model, brand, self-discharge, discharge rate, age and temperature. These formulas do not require detailed electrical and electrochemical knowledge. Moreover, some limitations, such as memory and arithmetic capabilities, have to be taken into account for real implementation on sensor nodes. In this chapter, the impact factors on node lifetime are presented. Then, it describes the proposed dynamic lifetime estimation including an implementation on real hardware and software platforms in WSNs. Finally, the accuracy of the proposed schemes is validated by a real hardware testbed with different scenarios.

7.2 The Impact Factors on Node Lifetime

Many factors causing the different lifetime periods, such as battery types, models, brands, self-discharge, discharge rate, ageing, charge cycles and temperature, are investigated and analysed in this section.

7.2.1 Battery Types, Brands and Models

The quoted capacity of two AA-size battery types: alkaline and NiMH, from several brands and models is shown in Table 7.1 [2, 13, 11, 3].

Based on the vendor data sheet, an AA-LR6 alkaline battery capacity for discharging at 100 mA to 0.9 V cut-off is around 2750 mAh [2, 13], while NiMH battery capacity is around 110% of the battery models, e.g. D-NiMH2100 model
Table 7.1: Quoted Capacity for 100 mA Discharge to 0.9 V Cut-off at Room Temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brands</th>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Quoted Capacity (mAh)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Alkaline(AA-LR6)</td>
<td>A-Alkaline</td>
<td>2750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Alkaline(AA-LR6)</td>
<td>B-Alkaline</td>
<td>2750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Alkaline(AA-LR6)</td>
<td>C-Alkaline</td>
<td>2750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>NiMH(AA-HR6)</td>
<td>B-NiMH1300</td>
<td>1430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>NiMH(AA-HR6)</td>
<td>D-NiMH2100</td>
<td>2310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

has 2310 mA h of quoted capacity. However, only 90% from quoted capacity can be used for discharging to a cut-off voltage of 1 V for alkaline batteries, while 93% can be used for NiMH batteries [2, 13, 11, 3]. From 2.6, lifetime can be easily estimated by dividing that battery capacity with the current load and assuming $k = 1$. A constant 100 mA load generated by the CBA-III load tester is used for testing a pair of AA batteries at room temperature (22°C). For NiMH batteries, they are charged by 500 mA charger and they are tested after being fully charged. The tested batteries are discharged until their terminal voltages reach the cut-off voltage at 2.0 V (of 2 cells). Table 7.2 shows the real measurement and estimation of lifetime. It is obvious that the battery model with high capacity has longer lifetime than the model with low capacity. With the same model of alkaline batteries, lifetime values of different brands have a small difference (±16 min). The differences between estimated lifetime based on vendor data sheet and real measurement lifetime are around 7 to 15%. These differences may be caused by other factors, such as self-discharging, ageing and charge cycles which will be described in the following subsection.

Table 7.2: Measured and Estimated Lifetime of 100 mA Discharge to 2.0 V Cut-off at Room Temperature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batteries</th>
<th>$Lt$ (min)</th>
<th>Deviation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Measured</td>
<td>Estimated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-Alkaline</td>
<td>1384</td>
<td>1485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Alkaline</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>1485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-Alkaline</td>
<td>1368</td>
<td>1485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-NiMH1300</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>1144</td>
<td>1224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-NiMH2100</td>
<td>1115</td>
<td>1285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>1530</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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7.2.2 Self-discharge

Since alkaline batteries will lose approximately 2% of their capacity per year when stored at 20°C due to the self-discharging process [2, 13], there is no significant effect on capacity for several months for this type of battery. This means that the starting voltage of alkaline batteries can be assumed to be 1.5V for each cell. In contrast, NiMH batteries have significantly high self-discharge of 20% on the first day and 1-4% per subsequent day. With self-discharging, they lose capacity and their voltages also drop. To study the relationship between starting terminal voltage \( V_t \) and lifetime, a CBA-III load tester with static 100 mA load testing runs with a pair of AA NiMH batteries from two brands, B-NiMH2000 and D-NiMH2500, on two different starting \( V_t \) at room temperature (22°C). Lifetime periods from the starting \( V_t \) to the minimum \( V_t \) (cut-off at 2.0 V) are shown in Table 7.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Battery</th>
<th>Starting ( V_t ) (V)</th>
<th>Measured ( Lt ) (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>1111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>1144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>1197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>1264</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From this experiment, it is obvious that high starting \( V_t \) gives more lifetime period than low starting \( V_t \). Higher starting \( V_t \) means the higher battery energy results in longer lifetime. The proposed lifetime equation for any starting \( V_t \) is:

\[
Lt(V_t) = \left( -\tau \cdot \ln \left( \frac{V_{t_r}}{V_t} \right) \right) + Lt(V_{t_r}) \tag{7.1}
\]

where \( \tau \) is the time constant representing capacity affected by self-discharging and \( Lt(V_{t_r}) \) is the lifetime of the reference voltage \( (V_{t_r}) \). The time constant \( \tau \) can be obtained by the following equation [18].

\[
\tau = \frac{t}{\ln \left( \frac{V_{t_{r1}}}{V_{t_{r2}}} \right)} \tag{7.2}
\]

where \( t \) is the different time period between starting at \( V_{t_{r1}} \) and \( V_{t_{r2}} \) which is \( Lt(V_{t_{r1}}) - Lt(V_{t_{r2}}) \). From Table 7.3, \( t \) of B-NiMH2000 is −33 min, while \( t \) of D-NiMH2500 is −67 min. \( V_{t_{r1}} \) and \( V_{t_{r2}} \) of B-NiMH2000 are 2.81 V and 2.88 V, while they are 2.71 and 2.85 V for D-NiMH2500. Therefore, \( \tau \), \( V_{t_r} \) and \( Lt(V_{t_r}) \) for B-NiMH2000 are 1341, 2.81, and 1111, while they are 1330, 2.71 and 1197 for D-NiMH2500. These values are then used for calculating lifetime (in minutes) with...
any \( Vt \) between \( V_{tr_1} \) and \( V_{tr_2} \) based on 7.1. Measured and estimated lifetime of B-NiMH2000 and D-NiMH2500 batteries with different starting voltages are shown in Table 7.4 and 7.5. The different starting voltages are caused by the self-discharging periods after full charging (1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 4 h and 5 h).

### Table 7.4: Measured and Estimated Lifetime for Different Starting Voltage of B-NiMH2000 Batteries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage (V)</th>
<th>Self-discharge time (h)</th>
<th>( Lt ) (min)</th>
<th>Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1138</td>
<td>1134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1133</td>
<td>1130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1127</td>
<td>1125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1121</td>
<td>1125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1117</td>
<td>1121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7.5: Measured and Estimated Lifetime for Different Starting Voltage of D-NiMH2500 Batteries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage (V)</th>
<th>Self-discharge time (h)</th>
<th>( Lt ) (min)</th>
<th>Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1242</td>
<td>1231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1235</td>
<td>1226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1225</td>
<td>1221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1223</td>
<td>1221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 7.2.3 Discharge Rate

The capacity of the battery varies with the rate of discharge. From the vendor data sheet with the discharge rate of 25 mA to 100 mA [2, 13, 11], the capacity of the battery increases when the discharge rate decreases for alkaline batteries, while it decreases when the discharge rate decreases for NiMH batteries. If \( C \) in 2.6 is the capacity of batteries when they are discharged at 100 mA, peukert constant (\( k \)) values are 0.96 and 1.004 for alkaline AA-LR6 and NiMH batteries, respectively [2, 13, 11]. These \( k \) constants are for a discharge rate of less than 100 mA. For example, if lifetime for a 100 mA discharge rate for alkaline batteries is 25 h (2500 mAh capacity), the lifetime for a 25 mA discharge rate will be 114 h (calculated from \( \frac{2500}{25} \)); and if a lifetime for a 100 mA discharge rate for NiMH batteries is 27.5 h (2750 mAh capacity), lifetime for 25 mA of discharge rate will be 108.5 h (calculated from \( \frac{2750}{25} \)).
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7.2.4 Ageing

The capacity of batteries will vary depending on their ageing. Normally, battery packages have a date code on them indicating the use by date that the batteries can be used with good capacity (70-80% of quoted capacity) [11, 13, 18]. Therefore, the ageing effect on lifetime is presented as:

\[ Lt(a) = (1 - \rho \cdot a) \cdot Lt(new) \]  

(7.3)

where \(a\) is the age of the battery in years, \(\rho\) is the ageing factor and \(Lt(new)\) is the lifetime of the new battery. For examples, the capacity of alkaline batteries will reduce 2% per year [2, 13] when stored at room temperature (20°C). This means that the lifetime of the device will be reduced 2% (\(\rho = 0.02\)) each year due to the age of the batteries. Therefore, the new AA-LR6 batteries will give 1350 min of lifetime for a device with 100 mA load, while they will give 1323 min of lifetime when storing these batteries for one year before using. For NiMH batteries, the capacity will drop 6% (\(\rho = 0.06\)) per year due to their ageing when stored at room temperature [3, 11, 13]. Therefore, the new D-NiMH2500 battery will give 1410 min after being fully charged, while they will give 1325 min after being fully charged if they have one year of age.

7.2.5 Charge Cycles

The charge cycles factor has an effect on rechargeable batteries by measuring how many times the batteries have been recharged. NiMH batteries can deliver 100% capacity for up to 300 charge cycles, while their capacity will reduce 0.1% for each charge cycle for more than 300 cycles [11, 3]. As a result, the decrease of lifetime can be described as:

\[ Lt(c) = \begin{cases} 
Lt(new) & \text{if } c \leq 300 \\
(1.3 - 0.001c) \cdot Lt(new) & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \]  

(7.4)

where \(c\) is the number of charge cycles and \(Lt(new)\) is the lifetime of the new battery. For example, the new D-NiMH2500 battery will give 1410 min, while they will give 1269 min at 400 charge cycles (\(c = 400\)).

7.2.6 Temperature

Both battery capacity and current consumption are affected by temperature. As temperature increases, the current draw is increased and, consequently, shortens the lifetime of the device. However, for alkaline and NiMH cells, high temperature
can provide increased capacity of battery over the operating temperature range 0 to 40°C. Therefore, it depends on the ratio between increased battery capacity and current draw, which may result in increased or decreased lifetime. Based on 4.2 and information contained in vendor data sheets [101, 2, 13, 11, 3], the constant $B$ which depends on the activation energy and gas of the battery can be calculated as Table 7.6.

Table 7.6: Capacity of Different Temperatures and Constant Value for Different batteries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batteries</th>
<th>Capacity (mAh@0°C)</th>
<th>Capacity (mAh@25°C)</th>
<th>$B$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-Alkaline</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>2518.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Alkaline</td>
<td>857</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>2665.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>1717</td>
<td>2113</td>
<td>677.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>2127</td>
<td>2667</td>
<td>737.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Equation 4.5, the leakage current draw at two different average temperatures in Kelvin ($T_1, T_2$) can be defined as:

$$\frac{I(T_2)}{I(T_1)} = \frac{T_2^2}{T_1^2} \cdot \exp\left(\frac{S \cdot (T_1 - T_2)}{T_1 \cdot T_2}\right)$$

where $S$ is a constant depending on the circuit and $V_{dd}$. It is assumed that $V_{dd}$ is the same for these two different temperatures. The real experiments have been conducted for Mica2 and N740 Nanosensor with a simple static load programme at two different temperatures. The $V_{dd}$ is static at 3.0 V. Table 7.7 shows the measured current draw by an ammeter and calculated $S$ constant results.

Table 7.7: Current Draw at Different Temperatures and $S$ Value for Mica2 and N740 Motes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Current (mA@5°C)</th>
<th>Current (mA@25°C)</th>
<th>$S$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mica2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-1105.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>-831.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Equation 2.6, 4.2 and 7.5, node lifetime with full capacity at two different temperatures is derived as:

$$\frac{Lt(T_2)}{Lt(T_1)} = \frac{T_1^2}{T_2^2} \cdot \exp\left(\frac{\sigma \cdot (T_2 - T_1)}{T_2 \cdot T_1}\right)$$

where $\sigma$ is the $B + S$ values which can be obtained from Table 7.6 and 7.7 and are presented in Table 7.8.
Table 7.8: Ratio Constant Value of Different Batteries for Mica2 and N740 Motes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Batteries</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mica2</td>
<td>A-Alkaline</td>
<td>1413.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2</td>
<td>B-Alkaline</td>
<td>1560.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2</td>
<td>B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>-428.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2</td>
<td>D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>-368.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740</td>
<td>A-Alkaline</td>
<td>1686.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740</td>
<td>B-Alkaline</td>
<td>1833.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740</td>
<td>B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>-154.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740</td>
<td>D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>-94.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experiments are conducted to test the temperature effect on the lifetime of N740 mote with two NiMH batteries: B-NiMH2000 and D-NiMH2500. A simple programme runs on different temperatures. This programme load as measured by an ammeter at 25°C is 67 mA. From Table 7.6, capacity of B-NiMH2000 and D-NiMH2500 batteries at 25°C are 2113 and 2667 mA h. Therefore, node lifetime at 25°C will be 31.01 h ($\frac{2113}{67}$) and 39.14 h ($\frac{2667}{67}$) for B-NiMH2000 and D-NiMH2500, respectively. However, the experiments run at temperatures between 19 to 24°C. The results of real lifetime and estimated lifetime based on 7.6 including deviation are presented in Table 7.9.

Table 7.9: Lifetime with Different NiMH Batteries and Temperatures for N740 Motes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batteries</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>$Lt$ (min)</th>
<th>Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(°C)</td>
<td>Measured</td>
<td>Estimated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>1875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>2462</td>
<td>2451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>2445</td>
<td>2441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>2417</td>
<td>2403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3 DNLE Design and Implementation

DNLE is based on the following assumptions for both alkaline and NiMH batteries. First, batteries from the same pack have the same performance and behaviour. Second, storing temperature does not affect the capacity change since the batteries are always stored at room temperature. Third, for NiMH batteries, charging method does not affect the capacity change since the same charger is used in these experiments. Fourth, temperature during charging does not affect the capacity...
change since the batteries are always charged at room temperature. Last, batteries have suffered fewer than 300 charging cycles.

### 7.3.1 DNLE Design

The following steps are proposed for finding the lifetime of each node:

**Step 1: Finding the real battery capacities**

- **Alkaline Batteries**

  It is sometimes difficult to determine the battery capacity reduction due to ageing since the manufacture date is not available. Moreover, some batteries may have lower capacity than quoted. It can be assumed that batteries sampled from the same manufactured batch can be representative of that batch. Each sample pair is tested by the load testing with static 100 mA load in order to find the real battery capacity with cut-off voltage equal to the minimum voltage of sensor motes. In these experiments, the cut-off voltage is $2.2 \text{ V}$. After that, the real battery capacity (in mA h) can be calculated by:

$$C = L_t \cdot 100$$

where $L_t$ is the lifetime of the batteries in hours. For example, if a pair of alkaline batteries gives 22.5 h of lifetime, the capacity value is 2250 mA h. Instead of using quoted capacity, a sample average will be assigned as the capacity for batteries from this batch. The temperature ($T_t$) when running load testing is recorded. If $T_i$ is the temperature when a node starts running, the initial capacity with temperature effect can be calculated by using (4.2) with $T_2$ as $T_i$ and $T_1$ as $T_t$. We refer to this value as $C(T_i)$.

- **NiMH Batteries**

  For NiMH batteries, each sample pair is tested after full charging in a similar way to the alkaline type. However, since NiMH batteries have significantly high self-discharge on the first day, each sample pair is retested again after letting it 24 h of self-discharge. With self-discharging, the starting voltage of batteries is different from being fully charged. The starting voltage of fully charged batteries is referred to as $V_{t_f}$ and the starting voltage of batteries with 24 h of self-discharge is referred to as $V_{t_{24h}}$. The capacities of two different starting voltages are referred to as $C_f$ for the capacity of fully charged batteries and $C_{24h}$ for the capacity of
24 h of self-discharge batteries. Then, the battery capacity of any starting voltage \( V_t \) between \( V_{t_{24h}} \) and \( V_{t_f} \) can be calculated as:

\[
C(V_t) = \left(-\tau \cdot \ln\left(\frac{V_{t_{24h}}}{V_t}\right)\right) + C(V_{t_{24h}}) \tag{7.8}
\]

where \( \tau \) is the constant representing capacity affected by self-discharging which can be obtained by:

\[
\tau = \frac{c}{\ln\left(\frac{V_{t_{24h}}}{V_{t_f}}\right)} \tag{7.9}
\]

where \( c = C_{24h} - C_f \). It is assumed that the temperature \( (T_i) \) is the same when running load testing with fully charged and 24 h of self-discharge batteries. If \( T_i \) is the temperature when a node starts running, the initial capacity with temperature effect can be calculated by using 4.2 with \( T_2 \) as \( T_i \) and \( T_1 \) as \( T_t \). We refer to this value as \( C(V_t, T_i) \).

**Step2: Finding the current consumption every period**

Adapted from Equation 4.3 proposed by Dunkels et al., the current consumption at a period can be calculated as:

\[
I = I_{a}t_{a} + I_{l}t_{l} + I_{t}t_{t} + I_{r}t_{r} + \sum I_{c}t_{c} \tag{7.10}
\]

where \( I_a \) and \( t_a \) are the current consumption of the MCU (Microprocessor Control Unit) and the time when the MCU has been running in active mode during a period; \( I_l \) and \( t_l \) are the current consumption and time of the MCU in low power or sleep mode during a period; \( I_t \) and \( t_t \) are the current consumption and the time of the radio transceiver in transmit mode during a period; \( I_r \) and \( t_r \) are the current consumption and time of the radio transceiver in receive mode during a period; \( I_c \) and \( t_c \) are the current consumption and time of other components such as sensors and LEDs during a period. All current consumption values in this equation is based on the device data sheet with temperature at 25°C. The current consumption has to be calculated every period. Thus, the average current consumption \( \bar{I} \) for \( s \) periods can be computed by using the Simple Moving Average as:

\[
\bar{I}(s) = \gamma \cdot \bar{I}(s-1) + (1-\gamma) \cdot I(s) \tag{7.11}
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the weighting value \( = \frac{s-1}{s} \), \( \bar{I}(s-1) \) is average current consumption of the previous period, and \( I(s) \) is the current consumption at the period \( s \). If \( T \) is the temperature of the current period, the current consumption \( I(s, T) \) and
average current consumption $\bar{I}(s, T)$ can be calculated by using 7.5 with $T_2$ as $T$ and $T_1$ as 298.15 (25°C is 298.15 K).

Remaining lifetime estimation

The remaining capacity ($C_{rem}$) at period $s$ can be obtained by:

$$C_{rem}(s) = C_{rem}(s - 1) - I(s, T)^k$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.12)

where $k$ is the peukert constant, $C_{rem}(s-1)$ is the remaining capacity before period $s$ and it is equal to the initial capacity for the first period. This means that if $s = 1$, $C_{rem}(s-1) = C(T_i)$ for alkaline batteries and $C_{rem}(s-1) = C(V_t, T_i)$ for NiMH batteries. If $T$ is the temperature of the current period, the temperature effect on the capacity is calculated by using 4.2, with $T_2$ as $T$ and $T_1$ as the temperature of the previous period. We refer to this value as $C_{rem}(s, T)$. Finally, the remaining lifetime at the current period and temperature $L_{t_{rem}}(s, T)$ can be estimated as:

$$L_{t_{rem}}(s, T) = \frac{C_{rem}(s, T)}{\bar{I}(s, T)^k}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.13)

### 7.3.2 DNLE Implementation

The proposed steps and equations for DNLE have been implemented on real hardware platforms: Mica2 and N740 NanoSensor. Two existing operating systems: TinyOS and Contiki have been modified. It was assumed that sensor motes support battery voltage and temperature reading. The process is as follows:

**Process1: Preconfigured and Starting process**

Two AA-LR6 alkaline models (A-Alkaline and B-Alkaline) and two NiMH models (B-NiMH2000 and D-NiMH2500) are the batteries used in the experiments. The capacities of these battery packs are evaluated by using the CBA-III load tester with static 100 mA current at 25°C. Three pairs of batteries are tested for finding the average values of each battery model. These average capacities are then used as the preconfigured values for sensor nodes. All preconfigured values are given in Table 7.6, 7.7 and 7.10. All nodes may automatically obtain these preconfigured values during the discovery process, but it is beyond the scope of this research. When a node starts, it reads the current temperature and battery starting voltage in order to calculate the initial battery capacity as described in Step1 of the DNLE design section.
7.4 DNLE Evaluation

This section evaluates the proposed technique on real testbed experiments with two different hardware platforms (Mica2 and N740) and four battery models: A-Alkaline, B-Alkaline, B-NiMH2000 and D-NiMH2500. The N740 platform is implemented using Contiki OS, while Mica2 platform is implemented using TinyOS. Two techniques, Selvig’s and the DNLE, are investigated. Lifetime estimation is made every minute. For Selvig’s method, battery capacity is obtained by using quoted capacity as in Table 7.1, while the current consumption is calculated using Equation 7.10. In these experiments 80% of quoted capacity is used as a cut-off voltage of 2.2 V for alkaline batteries and 91% for NiMH batteries [2, 13, 11, 3]. Therefore, usable capacities are 2200 mA h for A-Alkaline, 2200 mA h for B-Alkaline, 2102 mA h for B-NiMH2000 and 2502 mA h for D-NiMH2500. For DNLE, the processes are as described in the DNLE design and implementation section. In general, the current consumption of the sensor node is less than 100 mA. Therefore, the peukert constant values are 0.96 and 1.004 for the alkaline and NiMH

### Table 7.10: Preconfigured Capacities of Batteries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Battery</th>
<th>Capacity at 25°C (mA h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-Alkaline</td>
<td>1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-Alkaline</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>1585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>1814</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Process2: Looping process

For finding the current consumption, three components: MCU, radio transceiver and sensing device, are focused on at runtime. The current draw of these components is configured based on the device data sheet. The device driver of these components is modified: time stamps are recorded when the components are turned on, and time differences are computed when the components are turned off. These time differences (with the same unit of the period) are used for the current consumption calculation based on Equation 7.10. One minute is used as the time period (Step2 of the DNLE design section). The battery capacity unit needs to be converted to the same unit of the period (e.g. for a period of 1 minute, 2000 mA h is converted to 120 000 mA min ). Temperature readings are repeated every minute for updating the current temperature in order to calculate the effect on the current consumption, average current consumption, remaining capacity and remaining lifetime as described in Step2 and Step3 of the DNLE design section.
batteries, respectively.

These experiments consist of two nodes, the sender and the base station. The base station is placed in the normal room conditions, while the sender is placed in a controlled environment in order to operate under a static temperature (10°C and 22°C) as shown in Figure 7.1. Two scenarios, static and dynamic loads, are applied in the experiments.

Figure 7.1: Dynamic Node Lifetime Estimation Experiment

7.4.1 Scenario 1: Static Load

For static load, the sender sends a fixed sized packet of 50 B to the base station every 3 s. Two sensor motes (Node1 and Node2) are used. Node1 runs as the sender for the first 3 times, while Node2 is the sender for the other 3 times. Lifetime estimation is calculated only at the sender node. NiMH batteries are given random starting voltages by a random self-discharging period of 5 min to 600 min. An example deviation of lifetime result details for N740 with A-Alkaline batteries in every minute at two temperatures is illustrated in Figure 7.2.

When the sender node starts, it consumes a slightly higher current for starting up all the components. After that, the current consumption reduces and becomes static. Based on data sheet and 7.10 for three focused components, the current consumption for N740 is 56 mA for the first minute, while it is a static of 55 mA for every minute of the rest. After applying the effect of temperature, the current consumption at the first minute is 53.34 mA for temperature at 22°C and it is 43.56 mA at 10°C. Comparing to the real measurement lifetime at 22°C, the deviation of remaining lifetime estimation in every minute for Selvig’s method is 16.9% to 19.0%, while it is −0.1% to 1.8% for the DNLE technique. The average deviation at 22°C of N740 with A-Alkaline batteries is 18.9% for Selvig’s method, while it is 1.7% for DNLE. At 10°C, the deviation of remaining lifetime estimation for Selvig’s method is 38.5% to 41.1%, while it is 0.3% to 2.1% for the DNLE technique. The average deviation at 10°C of N740 at with A-Alkaline batteries is 41.0% for Selvig’s method, while it is 2.0% for DNLE. The average
deviation results for two mote platforms with different battery models are shown in Table 7.11. Since Selvig’s method does not take some impact factors (such as charging rate, self-discharging and temperature) into account, their estimated values are very different from the measured ones around 1.9% to 60.3%, while they are in the range of -3.5% to 2.4% for DNLE.

Figure 7.2: The Deviation of Remaining Lifetime Estimation for Static Load Test-bed of N740 with A-Alkaline Batteries at (a) 22°C (b) 10°C
Table 7.11: Average Deviation of Static Load Lifetime Estimation Testbed Results for Mica2 and N740 Motes with Different Batteries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Battery</th>
<th>Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Estimated Lt</th>
<th>Deviation(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mica2 A-Alkaline</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2 A-Alkaline</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2 B-Alkaline</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2 B-Alkaline</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2 B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2 B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2 B-NiMH2500</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2 D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740 A-Alkaline</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740 A-Alkaline</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740 B-Alkaline</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740 B-Alkaline</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740 B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740 B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740 D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740 D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.4.2 Scenario 2: Dynamic Load

In the real deployment, the load of each sensor is normally dynamic, which may be caused by monitoring events or the number of neighbour nodes. For dynamic load in this experiment, the sender sends a packet of a random size of 20 B to 50 B to the base station every $x$ seconds. The interval time value ($x$) was changed randomly every 10 min to between 3 s and 6 s. Two sensor motes (Node1 and Node2) are used. Node1 runs as the sender for the first 3 times, while Node2 is the sender for the other 3 times. Lifetime estimation is calculated only at the sender node. For NiMH batteries, they have random starting voltages by a random self-discharging period between 5 min to 600 min. An example deviation of lifetime result details for N740 with A-Alkaline batteries in every minute at two temperatures is illustrated in Figure 7.3.

With this scenario, the current consumption is dynamic. Based on data sheets and Equation 7.10 for three focused components, the current consumption of the N740 is 56 mA for the first minute and 53 mA to 55 mA for the subsequent minutes. After applying the effect of temperature, the current consumption at the first minute is 53.34 mA at 22°C and it is 43.56 mA at 10°C. Comparing to the real measurement lifetime at 22°C, the deviation of remaining lifetime estimation in every minute for Selvig’s method is 16.8% to 20.5%, while it is −0.2% to 2.8% for the DNLE technique. The average deviation at 22°C of N740 with A-Alkaline
batteries is 18.8% for Selvig’s method, while it is 1.5% for DNLE. At 10°C, the deviation of remaining lifetime estimation for Selvig’s method is 36.9% to 40.9%, while it is −0.9% to 1.7% for DNLE. The average deviation at 10°C of N740 with A-Alkaline batteries is 40.6% for Selvig’s method, while it is 1.6% for DNLE. The average deviation results for two mote platforms with different battery models are shown in Table 7.12. The deviation Selvig’s method is 18.7% to 57.5%, while it is −2.1% to 2.5% for DNLE.

Figure 7.3: The Deviation of Remaining Lifetime Estimation for Dynamic Load Testbed of N740 with A-Alkaline Batteries at (a) 22°C (b) 10°C
### Table 7.12: Average Deviation of Dynamic Lode Lifetime Estimation Testbed Results for Mica2 and N740 Motes with Different Batteries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Battery Type</th>
<th>Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Estimated Lt (Selvig’s Method)</th>
<th>Deviation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mica2</td>
<td>A-Alkaline</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2</td>
<td>A-Alkaline</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>-1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2</td>
<td>B-Alkaline</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2</td>
<td>B-Alkaline</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2</td>
<td>B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2</td>
<td>B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2</td>
<td>D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mica2</td>
<td>D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740</td>
<td>A-Alkaline</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740</td>
<td>A-Alkaline</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740</td>
<td>B-Alkaline</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740</td>
<td>B-Alkaline</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740</td>
<td>B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740</td>
<td>B-NiMH2000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740</td>
<td>D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N740</td>
<td>D-NiMH2500</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7.5 Summary and Discussion

The impact factors on node lifetime, such as battery brand, type, model, self-discharge, charging rate, battery ageing, charge cycles, and temperature, are investigated and analysed. Lifetime equations for any starting voltage, ageing, charge cycles and temperatures are proposed to explain the effect of the impact factors. Batteries with a high capacity model give longer lifetime than the ones with lower capacity. Even if batteries have the same types and models, they may give different lifetime values for different brands. Alkaline batteries have very low self-discharge, while NiMH batteries have significantly high self-discharge. This self-discharge causes the capacity loss and voltage reduction. Therefore, batteries with high starting give a longer lifetime period than low starting voltage. The capacity of batteries varies depending on their ageing and charging cycles (for rechargeable batteries) which results in different lifetime periods. Temperature can shorten or prolong lifetime depending on the effect on battery capacity and current draw. Therefore, finding the effect on both capacity and node current consumption is required for lifetime estimation due to temperature change.

For Dynamic Node Lifetime Estimation (DNLE), several steps and processes are proposed. The load testing method is used to find the real battery capacity which can cover many impact factors, such as battery type, brand, models and ageing. The equation for the battery capacity change due to self-discharge is also...
presented for NiMH batteries. Then, the current consumption and the average current consumption have to be calculated based on a data sheet for every period. The temperature effect equations on both battery capacity and current consumption are applied. After that, the remaining capacity and the remaining lifetime equations are proposed.

The experiments have been conducted on real hardware and software platforms in WSNs with different battery models. Two scenarios, dynamic and static loads, are implemented to evaluate the deviation of DNLE compared to Selvig’s method. Since Selvig’s method does not include some impact factors, their estimated values are very different from the measured ones (around 18% to 60%), while they are close to the measured ones for DNLE (−3.5% to 2.5%). It can be concluded that node lifetime can be predicted more accurately using DNLE, which can be applied for both off-line and on-line lifetime estimation.
8.1 Introduction

In a multihop wireless sensor routing protocol, such as CTP and RPL, the most commonly used metric for path selection is ETX. The path with lowest ETX is the best path which will be selected for forwarding data. However, the transmission (Tx) power and lifetime are also important key factors and hence have to be taken as metrics in path selection. In order to balance the network lifetime, a node should forward data to the highest lifetime path. Moreover, the node with the lowest lifetime should select a good quality link between the node and the parent in order to reduce energy wastage due to packet loss and avoid retransmission if it is enabled. Furthermore, a node should select a parent that it can send data to with the minimum Tx power in order to prolong its lifetime. This chapter describes the proposed energy-efficient and lifetime aware routing mechanism, which includes both Tx power and lifetime metrics for parent selection in addition to the ETX metric. The feasibility of the proposed scheme is validated by both real testbed and simulation experiments using performance metrics such as the average node lifetime, network lifetime, delay and packet loss rate with different scenarios.

8.2 EELAR Design and Implementation

In the proposed protocol, Energy-Efficient and Lifetime Aware Routing (EELAR), the data-gathering tree is constructed based on three metrics: ETX, lifetime and Tx power. This protocol is based on CTP and RPL. The energy efficiency of EELAR refers to efforts made to reduce the energy consumption of the radio component by sending data with the ideal power, reducing energy wastage due
to packet loss and avoiding retransmissions, while lifetime aware means a way to maximise the network lifetime by minimising the variance of the remaining lifetimes of the nodes in the network.

8.2.1 EELAR Design

The architecture of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 8.1. The link ETX value is the expected number of transmissions, including the retransmissions required to deliver a packet to its next hop. The path ETX value for the root is zero and that of other nodes is the sum of the link ETX values from that node to the root. The remaining lifetime estimation is calculated as steps described in Chapter 7 and Tx power is computed as Equation 6.3 in Chapter 5.

![Figure 8.1: The Architecture of EELAR](image)

In this algorithm, there are two threshold parameters: the ETX difference threshold $ETX_{th}$ and the lifetime threshold $Lt_{th}$. The path lifetime value is the minimum lifetime value of the nodes along that path. $ETX_{min}$ is the smallest path ETX value of all alternative paths. $P$ is a set of candidate parents where all members in $P$ have path ETX $\leq ETX_{min} + ETX_{th}$. $\#P$ is the number of elements of set $P$. $Lt_{min}$ is the smallest path lifetime value of all members in $P$. The process of parent selection is:

- **Case 1:** Based on link ETX and Tx power metrics

If ($\#P > 1$ and $P_i \in P$ and the node lifetime $< Lt_{min}$), the node will select $P_i$ which has the minimum link ETX value as a parent. If there are multiple candidate parents with the same lowest link ETX, it will choose one of those parents that it can send data to with the minimum power. For example, with $ETX_{th} = 0.5$, in Figure 8.2, if $N2$ has the lowest lifetime value and two alternative paths: via $N0$ (path ETX=2.2, link ETX =1.2) and $N1$ (path ETX=2.3, link ETX=1), $N2$ will choose $N1$ as a parent, since link ETX of $N1$ is lower than link ETX of $N0$. 

8.2. EELAR DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This is to avoid retransmission at the lowest lifetime node. In Figure 8.3, N2 will choose N0 as a parent since the link ETX of both candidates are the same and then the lower Tx power is considered.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 8.2: Case1: Path Selection Based on Link ETX

- Case2: Based on path lifetime, link ETX and Tx power metrics

If (#P > 1 and \( P_i \in P \) and the node lifetime \( \geq L_{t_{\text{min}}} \)), the node will select \( P_i \) which has the highest path lifetime value as a parent as shown in Figure 8.4. If there are multiple candidate parents with the same highest path lifetime, lower link ETX and Tx power are considered, respectively as shown in Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6.
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Figure 8.4: Case2: Path Selection Based on Path Lifetime

Figure 8.5: Case2: Path Selection Based on Link ETX

Figure 8.6: Case2: Path Selection Based on Tx Power
Case3: Based on path ETX metric

If there is only one candidate parent in set $P$ ($\#P = 1$), that candidate parent will be selected. This means a node chooses a parent which has the lowest path ETX. For example as shown in Figure 8.7, $N2$ will choose $N1$ as a parent since this path has the lower path ETX value and the path ETX of another alternative path $>ETX_{\text{min}} + ETX_{\text{th}}$.

![Figure 8.7: Case3: Path Selection Based on Path ETX](image)

After completion of the path selection process, the node has to calculate the ideal power for sending packets to the selected parent, which can decrease the energy consumption of transmission and prolong the lifetime of that node.

### 8.2.2 EELAR Implementation

Two existing routing algorithms, CTP and RPL, are focused and modified. The modified CTP is implemented on TinyOS, while the modified RPL is implemented on Contiki. The low value of $Lt_{th}$ can lead to an increase of the energy consumption because the routing control messages will be exchanged frequently. For the ETX threshold ($ETX_{th}$), if $ETX_{th} > 1$, it can lead to an increase of the packet delay due to the increase of the hop count. In this study, $ETX_{th}$ is set to 0.5 and $Lt_{th}$ is set to 30 min.

**Modified CTP Path Selection**

A new parameter entry called lifetime ($L_t$) is added in the routing frame, as shown in Figure 8.8. Two entries: lifetime and Tx power, are added in the routing table.
The routing engine CtpRoutingEngine.nc is modified to implement the proposed EELAR algorithm. The lifetime value is sent with the beacon message. After receiving that beacon, the Tx power is calculated and updated by using the RSS of that beacon packet. Then, the nodes will update their neighbour table with the updated lifetime value. A new condition is added for resetting the beacon timer. This condition is when the lifetime of the node is changed more than the lifetime threshold ($Lt_{th} = 30\text{min}$). Therefore, the neighbours will have the most updated lifetime value for recalculating path lifetime. CTP represents ETX values as 16-bit fixed-point real numbers with a precision of hundredths, i.e. an ETX value of 50 represents an ETX of 0.5 in TinyOS 2.1.

**Modified RPL Path Selection**

The original RPL supports the ETX metric with 2 bytes length of object body. Adding a lifetime entry (2 bytes) can be easily done in the routing frame by changing the option length in the control message option (from 6 to 8 bytes) and length field in the routing metric/constraint object (from 2 to 4 bytes). Then, a lifetime entry is inserted in the object body following the ETX field. Two entries, lifetime and Tx power, are added in the parent structure. The path selection algorithm is modified (best_parent function) to implement the proposed EELAR algorithm. The lifetime value is sent with DIO message. After receiving DIO, the nodes compute the Tx power using the RSS of that DIO message. Then, the nodes will update their neighbour table with the updated lifetime value. When the lifetime of the node is changed more than the lifetime threshold ($Lt_{th}$), the DIO trickle timer is reset for updating new lifetime values to neighbours. RPL represents ETX values as 16-bit integers by multiplying with 128, i.e. an ETX value of 64 represents an ETX of 0.5 in Contiki 2.6.
8.3 EELAR Evaluation

This section evaluates the EELAR algorithm on three hardware platforms: Mica2, N740 Nanosensor and MicaZ. In this study, N740 sensors are run on real testbed experiments, while MicaZ nodes are run on the simulator. Mica2 are conducted on both real testbed and simulator. The simulator used in this study is the AVRORA [112], a simulator based on Atmel AVR processor. Four transmission power levels: 0 dBm, -5 dBm, -10 dBm and -15 dBm, are used for this study. Current consumption for each transmission powers are 16.8, 13.8, 10.1 and 9.3 mA for Mica2, they are 17.4, 14, 11 and 9.9 mA for MicaZ, and they are 17.4, 12.4, 10.6 and 9.7 mA for N740. MicaZ and N740 platforms are implemented on Contiki OS with ContiliRPL on top of NullMAC, while Mica2 platform is implemented on TinyOS with CTP on top of B-MAC. Physical hardware/MAC auto acknowledgement is enabled for loss detection of next-hop transmission in order to calculate ETX at the MAC layer.

Performance Metrics

This study focuses on the major traffic pattern in WSN, where all sensor nodes send data messages to the base station. In order to save energy, these messages do not require an acknowledgement from the base station (or root node). Four performance metrics: the average node lifetime, network lifetime, packet delay and packet loss rate are evaluated through testbed and simulation experiments. The lifetime of a node ends when one of the following conditions are met: (1) its terminal voltages reaches the cut-off voltage at 2.2 V; (2) it does not has the ability to transmit data to the root (e.g. cannot find any relay nodes). Both the average lifetime of all nodes and the network lifetime are presented. The network lifetime is defined as it ends when the percentage of connected nodes is less than or equal to n%.

Packet delay ($P_{\text{delay}}$) is measured as the time from a data packet being sent from the sender node until receiving that packet at the root node. An average delay of all messages (from all nodes) are used for the delay performance metric. For testbed experiments, they have been conducted on a few nodes. The maximum hop count is 2 and it can be assumed that there is no queueing delay. Therefore, $P_{\text{delay}}$ for each node can be obtained by the pre-experiment testing as:

$$P_{\text{delay}} = \frac{t_{\text{ack}} - t_s}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.1)

where $t_s$ is time stamp of the packet leaving the sender and $t_{\text{ack}}$ is time stamp of the acknowledgement arriving at the sender. From the pre-experiment testing, it
is observed that distance between two single-hop nodes and changing transmission power have no effect on packet transmission delay. For one-hop to the destination, the average $P_{\text{delay}}$ values are 21 ms for Mica2 and 20 ms for N740. For a two-hop path, the average $P_{\text{delay}}$ values are 47 ms for Mica2 and 43 ms for N740.

For simulation experiments, the simulator supports packet monitoring option. Therefore, the packet delay for each node can be calculated by:

$$P_{\text{delay}} = t_r - t_s$$

where $t_s$ is time stamp of the packet leaving the sender and $t_r$ is time stamp of the packet arriving at the root.

Sequence number attached with the data packet is used for measuring packet loss. Therefore, packet retransmission in the MAC layer is disabled in order to determine the actual packet loss rate. Moreover, carrier sense and random backoff operations in the MAC layer are also disabled to allow freely transmit concurrent packets and collisions.

### 8.3.1 Testbed Experiments

The original CTP and RPL are modified for ELR and EELAR algorithms. ELR and EELAR are implemented inside the routing engine of CTP in TinyOS for Mica2 and best parent selection routine of RPL in Contiki OS for N740. Based on Equation 6.3, 10 dBm is used for $X$. The values of -85 dBm and -95 dBm are used as $RSS_{\text{min}}$ for N740 and Mica2 in order to ensure that no transmission power reduction has been carried out for low quality signals. Three path selection algorithms: original with minimum path ETX, ELR and EELAR are investigated. Two scenarios are applied in the experiments.

**Scenario1: Three Nodes**

This scenario consists of three nodes, called the root node, N1 and N2 as shown in Figure 8.9. The root has an unlimited energy source (plug-in power), while the others are powered by fully charged NiMH 1300 mA h batteries and they are in the coverage range of the root. Two network lifetimes are focused on. First, it ends when the first monitoring node fails ($n = 50\%$). Second, it ends when the last node fails ($n = 0\%$). After joining the routing tree, N1 and N2 start sending data packets to the root. The interval of sending each packet is 3 s. This experiment repeats three times to find the average result of the performance metrics. Topology constructions for three algorithms are shown in Figure 8.10 and the performance comparisons of three algorithms are shown in Table 8.1 and 8.2.
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Figure 8.9: Testbed Scenario1 with Three Nodes

Figure 8.10: Testbed Topology Construction of Three Nodes for (a) RPL/CTP and ELR (b) EELAR

Table 8.1: Testbed Performance Comparison of Three Path Selection Algorithms for Three Nodes of Mica2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Performance Metrics</th>
<th>Lifetime</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average</td>
<td>n = 50%</td>
<td>n = 0%</td>
<td>(min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTP</td>
<td>4685.0</td>
<td>4681</td>
<td>4689</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELR</td>
<td>4677.5</td>
<td>4675</td>
<td>4680</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EELAR</td>
<td>4787.0</td>
<td>4771</td>
<td>4803</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.2: Testbed Performance Comparison of Three Path Selection Algorithms for Three Nodes of N740

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Performance Metrics</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average</td>
<td>n = 50%</td>
<td>n = 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPL</td>
<td>963.5</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELR</td>
<td>958.0</td>
<td>956</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EELAR</td>
<td>1001.5</td>
<td>996</td>
<td>1007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All algorithms build the same topology as both $N_1$ and $N_2$ sending data packets directly to the root. However, for CTP, RPL and ELR, both two nodes send data packets with the maximum transmission power (0 dBm), while they send packets with the ideal power for EELAR (-15 dBm for $N_1$ and -10 dBm for $N_2$). From the results, the average node lifetime and network lifetime of ELR is a little lower than CTP/RPL because ELR has an energy monitoring process which runs periodically. Moreover, the routing control message size of ELR is increased for carrying the path energy information. The change node energy in the path will trigger the routing message exchanges a little more than CTP/RPL. Therefore, ELR seems to consume energy more than CTP/RPL. EELAR gives the longer average node lifetime and the network lifetimes for both $n = 50\%$ and $n = 0\%$ even though it also has a monitoring process, an increased of the control message (2 bytes bigger than RPL) and a small increase in the number of control message ($\approx 25$ messages/node for $L_{th} = 30$). This means that EELAR consumes the overall energy less than CTP/RPL, which is contributed to by reducing the transmission power. An increase of the lifetime ($\approx 102$ min for Mica2 and 40 min for N740 in this case) will lead to a rise in the number of overall successfully received messages during the network lifetime. Delay and packet loss metrics have no significant difference for all algorithms.

**Scenario 2: Four Nodes**

This scenario consists of four N740 nodes, called the root node, $N_1$, $N_2$ and $N_3$ as shown in Figure 8.11. The root has an unlimited energy source (plug-in power), while $N_1$, $N_2$ and $N_3$ are powered by fully charged NiMH 2500 mA h, 2000 mA h and 1300 mA h batteries, respectively. Only $N_2$ is equipped with an antenna, while others are not. $N_1$ and $N_2$ are in the coverage range of the root but $N_3$ is not. Therefore, $N_3$ has to choose either $N_1$ or $N_2$ as a parent for forwarding data. After joining the routing tree, $N_1$, $N_2$ and $N_3$ start sending UDP data packets to the root. The interval of sending each packet is 3 s. This experiment repeats three times to find the average result of performance metrics.

![Figure 8.11: Testbed Scenario2 with Four Nodes](image-url)
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Topology constructions for three algorithms are shown in Figure 8.12 and the performance comparison of three algorithms is shown in Table 8.3.

![Figure 8.12](image)

Figure 8.12: Testbed Topology Construction of Four Nodes for (a) RPL (b) ELR (c) EELAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Performance Metrics</th>
<th>Lifetime</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average (min)</td>
<td>$n &lt; 70%$ (min)</td>
<td>$n &lt; 35%$ (min)</td>
<td>(ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPL</td>
<td>1605.0</td>
<td>954</td>
<td>1716</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELR</td>
<td>1622.9</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>1739</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EELAR</td>
<td>1669.3</td>
<td>987</td>
<td>1787</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly to Scenario1, both $N_1$ and $N_2$ behave the same by sending data packets directly to the root and they send data with maximum transmission power (0 dBm) for RPL and ELR, while they send data with the ideal power (-10 dBm...
and -15 dBm) for EELAR. Parent selection of N3 is different for three algorithms. For RPL, N3 chooses N1 as a parent first. However, when packet loss occurs (either between N3 → N1 or N1 → root) and (path ETX of N1 - path ETX of N2) > $ETX_{th}$, the parent of N3 is changed to N2. The parent of N3 will switch back again if (path ETX of N2 - path ETX of N1) > $ETX_{th}$. For ELR, N3 chooses N1 as a parent since N1 has a higher path energy than N2. The parent of N3 will be N2 if (path ETX of N1 - path ETX of N2) > $ETX_{th}$, otherwise, the parent is still N1. For EELAR, N3 will choose N2 as a parent since N3 has the lowest lifetime and it can send data to N2 with the minimum transmission power. The parent of N3 will be N1 if (path ETX of N2 - path ETX of N1) > $ETX_{th}$ or link ETX of N2 > link ETX of N1, otherwise, the parent is still N2. The dominant parent of N3 is N1 for ELR, N2 for EELAR, while it is almost equally between N1 and N2 for RPL. N3 is the first node that is empty of energy, while N2 is the second. In this scenario, ELR performs a little better than RPL for the average node lifetime and the average node lifetime and network lifetime $n < 35\%$, which is contributed to by the selecting high path energy technique. EELAR gives the longest of average node lifetime and network lifetime for both $n < 70\%$ (the first node fails) and $n < 35\%$ (the second node fails). The lifetime increases $\approx 65$ min for N740 in this case, which is contributed to by both reducing transmission power and choosing the longest lifetime path.

### 8.3.2 Simulation Experiments

The AVRORA simulator supports a free-space path loss propagation model for RSS estimation. The radio coverage is set to the maximum of 10 m distance. This simulator also supports energy and packet monitoring. The simulator calculates the energy consumption of five components which are CPU, LEDs, radio transceiver, sensor board and flash memory. It is modified to support setting the different levels of initial energy for each node. With similar scenarios to the testbed experiments, two algorithms: ELR and EELAR, are implemented in both TinyOS and Contiki with two hardware platforms: Mica2 and MicaZ. Moreover, another scenario is added for the large-scale testing with many nodes. The MicaZ platform is implemented in the Contiki environment, while the Mica2 platform is only implemented in TinyOS.

**Scenario1: Three Nodes**

This scenario consists of three nodes, called the root node, N1 and N2. N1 and N2 are placed at a distance of 2 m and 5 m from the root. The root has an unlimited energy source (setting with very high value), while N1 and N2 are set with similar
energy to 1300 mA h (14040 J). Both \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) are in the coverage range of the root. The topology constructions for the three algorithms are the same as the testbed experiment. The performance comparisons of the three algorithms are shown in Table 8.4 and 8.5.

Table 8.4: Simulation Performance Comparison of Three Path Selection Algorithms for Three Nodes of Mica2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Performance Metrics</th>
<th>Lifetime</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average ( n = 50% ) ( n = 0% ) ( n = 50% ) ( n = 0% ) ( \text{min} ) ( \text{min} ) ( \text{min} ) ( \text{ms} ) ( % )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTP</td>
<td>5186.0</td>
<td>5186</td>
<td>5186</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELR</td>
<td>5183.0</td>
<td>5183</td>
<td>5183</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EELAR</td>
<td>5307.5</td>
<td>5264</td>
<td>5351</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.5: Simulation Performance Comparison of Three Path Selection Algorithms for Three Nodes of MicaZ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Performance Metrics</th>
<th>Lifetime</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average ( n = 50% ) ( n = 0% ) ( n = 50% ) ( n = 0% ) ( \text{min} ) ( \text{min} ) ( \text{ms} ) ( % )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPL</td>
<td>2882.0</td>
<td>2882</td>
<td>2882</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELR</td>
<td>2880.0</td>
<td>2880</td>
<td>2880</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EELAR</td>
<td>2968.0</td>
<td>2961</td>
<td>2975</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the simulation, it is assumed that the usable capacities are 100% of the battery capacities. Therefore, the lifetimes of all the algorithms are longer than the results of the testbed experiment. However, these results also exhibit the same trends as the testbed experiment. EELAR performs better on average node lifetime and network lifetime performance both \( n = 50\% \) and \( n = 0\% \) compared to the other two algorithms.

**Scenario 2: Four Nodes**

This scenario consists of four MicaZ nodes, called the root node, \( N_1 \), \( N_2 \) and \( N_3 \). \( N_1 \), \( N_2 \) and \( N_3 \) are placed at the distance of 3 m, 6 m and 11 m from the root. The root has an unlimited energy source (set at a very high value), while \( N_1 \), \( N_2 \) and \( N_3 \) are set with similar energy as 2500 mA h (27000 J), 2000 mA h (21600 J) and 1300 mA h (14040 J). Both \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) are in the coverage range of the root, while \( N_3 \) is not. The topology constructions for the three algorithms are the same.
as the testbed experiment. The performance comparisons of the three algorithms are shown in Table 8.6.

Table 8.6: Simulation Performance Comparison of Three Path Selection Algorithms for Four Nodes of MicaZ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Performance Metrics</th>
<th>Lifetime</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>average</td>
<td>n &lt; 70% (min)</td>
<td>n &lt; 35% (min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPL</td>
<td></td>
<td>4287.8</td>
<td>2880</td>
<td>4437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELR</td>
<td></td>
<td>4290.3</td>
<td>2877</td>
<td>4440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EELAR</td>
<td></td>
<td>4337.6</td>
<td>2917</td>
<td>4487</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experimental results show the same trend as the testbed experiment. EELAR gives the best performance on average network and network lifetime both n< 70% and n< 35%.

Scenario3: Thirty-two Nodes

This experiment is conducted with 32 nodes of MicaZ located randomly in a 40x40m area. One of these nodes is the root node with unlimited energy, 10 nodes are set with the energy of 1300 mA h (14040 J), 10 nodes are set with the energy of 2000 mA h (21600 J), and the others are set with the similar energy of 2500 mA h (27000 J) as shown in Figure 8.13.

![Figure 8.13: Simulation Scenario3 with Thirty-two Nodes](image-url)
The topology constructions (with dominant parent of each node) for the three algorithms are shown in Figure 8.14 and the performance comparisons of the three algorithms are shown in Table 8.7.

![Figure 8.14: Simulation Topology Construction of Thirty-two Nodes for (a) RPL (b) ELR (c) EELAR](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Performance Metrics</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>Loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lifetime</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>average (min)</td>
<td>n &lt; 70% (min)</td>
<td>n &lt; 36% (min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPL</td>
<td>4286.2</td>
<td>2882</td>
<td>4434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELR</td>
<td>4291.7</td>
<td>2885</td>
<td>4440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EELAR</td>
<td>4312.8</td>
<td>2910</td>
<td>4457</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EELAR gives the best performance on packet-loss rate, average node lifetime and network lifetime both $n < 70\%$ (10 nodes fail) and $n < 36\%$ (20 nodes fail), which is contributed to by both reducing transmission power and choosing the longest lifetime path. Reducing transmission power can prolong the lifetime of a node. Moreover, it can reduce the collision domain which will result in a decrease in the probability of packet loss. ELR performs better than RPL on average node lifetime and network lifetime, which is contributed to by selecting a high path energy technique. The time delay of messages may be a slight difference (a little
longer/shorter) for these three algorithms depending on the selected path of each node.

8.4 Summary and Discussion

EELAR, Energy-Efficient and Lifetime Aware Routing, is proposed for path selection based on three metrics: ETX, lifetime and Tx power. This algorithm reduces energy consumption by sending data with the ideal power, reducing packet loss and avoiding retransmissions. It also maximises the network lifetime by minimising the variance of the remaining lifetimes of the nodes in the network.

Both testbed and simulation experiments have been conducted on real hardware and software platforms in WSNs with different battery capacities. ELR gives a better network lifetime than the original CTP/RPL, which is caused by choosing a high path energy method. By decreasing transmission power, EELAR gives the best performance on packet loss rate and network lifetime, when compared to ELR and the original CTP/RPL. It is observed that there is no significant difference in the packet delay with each of these algorithms.
Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

9.1 Conclusions

In multihop wireless sensor routing protocols, the most commonly used metric for path selection is the Expected Transmission Count (ETX) value. The path with the lowest ETX is the best path, which will be selected for forwarding data. However, other metrics, such as transmission (Tx) power and node lifetime, should be taken into account as metrics in path selection. For example, a node with the lowest lifetime should try different ways to reduce energy consumption, such as reducing transmission power by choosing the path that can send data with the lowest Tx power. Moreover, it should select a good quality link between the node and the parent in order to reduce energy wastage due to packet loss and retransmission. Furthermore, a node should forward data to the path that has the longest lifetime in order to balance the lifetime of the network.

This dissertation has three main contributions. Firstly, an Energy-Efficient Transmission Power Control (EETPC) mechanism is proposed that uses measured Received Signal Strength (RSS) to calculate ideal transmission power. This includes the investigation of the factors impacting on RSS, such as distance between nodes, height above ground, multipath environment, the capability of node, noise and interference and temperatures. The proposed TPC mechanism considers these factors and can be applied to single-hop with multihoming and multihop networks. The experiments have been conducted on real hardware and software platforms in WSNs. The EETPC technique provides an ideal transmission power which leads to the decrease of transmission energy consumption. Moreover, it reduces the size of collision domain and allows more simultaneous transmission of nodes in the network which results in minimising the chance of collision. Dynamic power adjustment methods are also suggested for improving the performance of packet loss and energy consumption for transmission.
Secondly, a Dynamic Node Lifetime Estimation (DNLE) technique for WSNs is proposed that considers many impact factors on node lifetime, such as battery type, model, brand, self-discharge, discharge rate, age, charge cycles and temperature. Experiments were conducted on real hardware and software platforms in WSNs with different battery models. Node lifetime can be predicted more accurately using DNLE, which can be applied for both dynamic and static load applications.

Thirdly, an Energy-Efficient and Lifetime Aware Routing (EELAR) algorithm is proposed, which is designed and developed for prolonging network lifetime in multihop WSNs. The proposed routing algorithm considers both transmission power and node lifetime, in addition to the ETX metric. EELAR gives the best performance on packet loss rate, average node lifetime and network lifetime compared to the other algorithms, such as CTP, RPL and ELR.

9.2 Future Work

The proposed methods have some current limitations and possibilities for future extensions as follows:

9.2.1 Energy-Efficient Transmission Power Control (EETCP)

In EETPC, it is assumed that all sensor nodes support an acceptable accuracy of RSSI value (e.g. ±5 dBm), since the proposed method relies on RSSI to find the RSS for ideal transmission power calculation. Moreover, it is designed with the assumption that all nodes are stationary and their radio transceivers are always on. Therefore, an important development and improvement that could be considered in future research is to cope with the low radio accuracy of the RSSI. In addition, the proposed method could be extended to cover different environments, such as mobility and low duty cycle applications.

9.2.2 Dynamic Node Lifetime Estimation (DNLE)

In DNLE, some impact factors on node lifetime were not taken into account, such as battery recovery effects and humidity. For intermittent discharges, the battery can recover during idle periods, which leads to an extension of the battery lifetime. Moreover, the battery will fill up the internal space allotted for cell discharge if the humidity is high. This results in a short service lifetime. Therefore, future
work could include the battery recovery effects when nodes employ dynamic duty cycling. Furthermore, the impact of humidity could be investigated.

9.2.3 Energy-Efficient and Lifetime Aware Routing (EELAR)

In EELAR, the experiments have been tested with 100% duty cycle (no sleep and the radio is always on). Since changing the duty cycle may have some impact on the routing algorithm, future work could include the effects when nodes employ dynamic duty cycling [72, 82].
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